
Eight Years of Siene with Chandra23-25 Otober, 2007Marriott HuntsvilleHuntsville, AlabamaThis is the fourth symposium in a series highlightingunique imaging and spetrosopi results from NASA'sChandra X-Ray Observatory. The symposium also ov-ers reent results from the XMM-Newton, Suzaku, Swift,INTEGRAL, RXTE and AGILE missions, as well as re-lated theoretial results.
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Solar System { Invited 1X-rays from Comets, Venus and MarsKonrad Dennerl, MPEThe disovery of ometary X-ray emission has demonstrated that X-raysprovide a powerful tool for studying the interation between the solar wind andlow density gas in the solar system. This is due to the fat that the solar windontains a small fration of highly harged heavy ions, whih apture eletronswith a high ross setion whenever they enounter neutral or weakly ionizedatoms. As a onsequene of the harge exhange, the solar wind ions attainhighly exited states and radiate a large fration of the exitation energy in theX-ray range. Thus, these X-rays ontain a wealth of information: the distri-bution of low density gas an be globally mapped with high sensitivity, detailsof the interation are revealed by spatially resolved X-ray spetrosopy, andtemporal studies provide additional information about the dynami propertiesof the interation. The talk will present X-ray observations of the solar windinteration with gas around objets where this proess an be studied in anenvironment whih is not a�eted by the presene of an intrinsi magneti �eld.These are the omets and the planets Venus and Mars. For planets, the studyof solar wind indued X-rays is more hallenging than for omets, beause plan-etary atmospheres also satter solar X-rays. While the presene of solar windindued X-rays ould already be well established for Mars, the talk will presentthe �rst evidene that this omponent is also present in the X-ray emission ofVenus.



2 Solar System { OralThe Morphology of the X-ray Emission above2 keV from Jupiter's AuroraRonald Elsner, NASA MSFCG. Branduardi-Raymont (MSSL), M. Galand (ICL), D. Grodent (U. Liege), G.R. Gladstone & J. H. Waite (SwRI), T. Cravens (U. Kansas), P. Ford (MIT)The disovery in XMM-Newton X-ray data of X-ray emission above 2 keVfrom Jupiter's aurorae has led us to reexamine the Chandra ACIS-S observationstaken in Feb 2003. Chandra's superior spatial resolution has revealed that theauroral X-rays with E < 2 keV are emitted from the periphery of the regionemitting those with E > 1 keV. We are presently exploring the relationship ofthis morphology to that of the FUV emission from the main auroral oval andthe polar ap. The low energy emission has previously been established as dueto harge exhange between energeti preipitating ions of oxygen and eithersulfur or arbon. It seems likely to us that the higher energy emission is due topreipitation of energeti eletrons, possibly the same population of eletronsresponsible for the FUV emission. We disuss our analysis and interpretation.



Normal Stars { Invited 3Who's Afraid of a Stellar Superare?Rahel Osten, University of Maryland/NASA GSFCThe ability of late-type stellar outer atmospheres to produe X-ray emissionsshaped by reonneting magneti �elds is now known to be a ommonplaephenomenon. Suh stars are also proli� produers of transient X-ray emissions,but these emissions represent only the tip of the ieberg of are energetis. Thesurprising reent detetion of a are from a nearby ative binary with the Swiftsatellite (under the guise of a GRB) has revealed new insights in stellar arephysis, made possible only by the unique design of Swift. I will desribe thissingular event, and use it as a starting point to disuss new insights gainedin stellar are physis as well as the onsequenes of large explosive events onstellar environments. The e�et of large releases of stellar ionizing radiation, atlevels 150,000 times more powerful than the largest solar ares, has impliationsin a variety of stellar environments, from young hyperative stars surroundedby a planet-forming disk, to superares from normal solar-like stars and theire�ets on terrestrial planet atmospheres (and life!).



4 Normal Stars { OralSpatially resolving X-ray emission from aClass I Pre-Main Sequene Binary SystemKenji Hamaguhi, NASA/GSFC/ASDMinho Choi (International Center for Astrophysis, Korea Astronomy and SpaeSiene Institute), Ken'ihi Tatematsu (National Astronomial Observatory ofJapan), Chul-Sung Choi (International Center for Astrophysis, Korea Astron-omy and Spae Siene Institute), Rob Petre (NASA/GSFC), Mihael F. Cor-oran (CRESST and X-ray Astrophysis Laboratory NASA/GSFC)Many, if not most, stars are born as a member of a binary system throughfragmentation of the parent moleular loud. Beause pre-main sequene (PMS)stars that form as a binary system are the same age, any variation in theirX-ray ativity would be due to their mass di�erene or the presene of theompanion star. PMS binaries are therefore a useful probe to test models ofthe dependene of X-ray ativity on stellar parameters. Separations of binaryPMSs are less than ~10 arse at the typial distane to nearby star formingregions. Chandra's spatial resolution down to ~1 arse an be used to studythe X-ray properties of individual omponents of PMS binaries for the �rsttime. Using a sub-pixel event repositioning tehnique, we spatially resolvedX-ray emission from the Class I PMS binary system IRS5 in the R CoronaAustralis moleular loud with ~0.8 arse separation. As far as we know, thisresult - obtained from 8 Chandra arhival observations between 2000 and 2005- is the �rst X-ray study of individual soures in a Class I PMS binary systemwith a projeted separation less than 200AU. We extrated light urves andspetra of the individual soures with a two-dimensional image �tting methodusing Sherpa. The brighter near-infrared soure (IRS 5a) showed three X-rayares lasting > 20 kse, while the fainter soure (IRS 5b) was quiesent almostthrough the observations. In quiesene, these soures showed almost identialX-ray spetra, with NH ~4e22 m-2, kT ~2 keV and Lx ~1e30 ergs s-1. TheirX-ray properties are typial of Class I protostars although variable m radioemission with irular polarization from IRS 5 favors it to be a pair of youngT-Tauri stars behind a moleular loud. We disuss their evolutionary stagesand the onnetion between their radio and X-ray ativity.



Normal Stars { Oral 5Chandra Spitzer and VLA observations ofYoung Stellar Clusters.Sott Wolk, Smithsonian Astrophysial ObservatoryR. Osten (UMD), T. Bourke (CfA), S.T. Megeath (U. Toledo), B.D. Spitzbart(CfA), E. Winston (U. Dublin)We examine the properties of embedded lusters within 2 kp using new datafrom the Chandra X-ray Observatory and the Spitzer Spae Telesope, as well asdata from the VLA for the losest systems. We use surveys of entire moleularlouds to understand the range and distribution of luster membership, size,and surfae density. The data demonstrate learly that there is a ontinuum ofstar-forming environments, from relative isolation to dense lusters. Using theombined Spitzer and CXO data allows a very aurate assessment of lustersize. We have deteted di�erenes in the spatial distributions of Class II andClass III objets (a.k.a. lassial and naked T Tauri stars). Comparison ofthe lass fration as a funtion of luster age is ruial to understanding diskevolution. The simultaneous radio and X-ray data reveal a disonnet betweenthe two magneti ativity signatures in omparison with nearby ative stars andthe Sun. This evidene omes from both the lak of orrelations of time-averagedluminosities as well as simultaneous measures of radio and X-ray variabilitywhih show the absene of the Neupert e�et. Further the radio ux is anti-orrelated with spetral index in variable soures. Taken together this indiatesthat the variability in these very young stars is non-solar in nature. We havealso deteted a radio are from a Class II objet and a sore of transition objetsin X-rays. These latter data allow us to start the proess of understanding thehigh energy environment in this ruial planet building stage.



6 Normal-Galaxy Populations { InvitedA Legay Study of Stellar Lifeyles in theGalati CenterFranz Bauer, Columbia UniversityWe report on a multi-wavelength projet to study the life-yles of massivestars in the entral 300 p of the Galaxy. The enterpiee of the projet is 680ks of deep (40 ks eah) Chandra observations, whih we ompare to radio mapsat 90, 20, and 1.4 m taken with the VLA; mid-infrared images at 8.0, 5.8, 4.5and 3.6 miron taken with Spitzer; and J,H,K images from the SIRIUS ameraon the IRSF. The images reveal a wide variety of di�use phenomena, inludingiron uoresene from moleular louds that have reeted past outbursts of thesupermassive blak hole Sgr A*, thermal X-ray emission from young supernovaremnants, non-thermal X-ray emission from several of the mysterious radio-emitting �laments, and shoks produed by stellar soures at the enters ofHII regions. We also report the results of a ampaign to identify the infraredounterparts to X-ray soures, using spetra taken with a number of 3-5 m lasstelesopes. These spetra have revealed several dozen young, massive olliding-wind binaries and high-mass X-ray binaries.



Normal-Galaxy Populations { Invited 7The Chandra ACIS Survey of M33 (ChASeM33)Benjamin Williams, University of WashingtonThe ChASeM33 TeamWe have performed a survey of M33 overing 7 ACIS-I �elds, eah with200 ks of exposure. These data provide the deepest and highest resolutionX-ray data for M33 available out to a projeted galatoentri distane of 4kp. The data ontain several hundred individual X-ray soures to a limitingluminosity of �1035 erg/s (0.35-8.0 keV) as well as soft di�use emission from thehot interstellar medium. The observations were spread over multiple epohs toallow variability studies. We have performed detailed analysis on several pointsoures of interest, inluding elipsing X-ray binaries and transients. We havealso ompleted analysis on several di�use soures, inluding supernova remnantsand H II regions. An overview of the data, the results of these �rst detailedstudies, and our plan for future work will be presented. Support for this workwas provided by the National Aeronautis and Spae Administration throughChandra Award Number G06-7073A issued by the Chandra X-ray ObservatoryCenter, whih is operated by the Smithsonian Astrophysial Observatory forand on behalf of the National Aeronautis Spae Administration under ontratNAS8-03060.



8 Normal-Galaxy Populations { OralDo Ultraluminous X-Ray Soures Exist inDwarf Galaxies?Douglas Swartz, NASA/MSFCA thorough searh for Ultraluminous X-ray soure andidates within a dis-tane of approximately 8 Mp is made. The searh spatially mathes potentialULXs deteted in X-ray images or ataloged in the literature with galaxies tab-ulated in the Catalog of Neighboring Galaxies ompiled by Karahentsev et al.(2004). The spei� ULX rate (ourrene rate per unit mass) is found to be adereasing funtion of host galaxy mass for host masses aboveMdg � 108:5 M�.There is too little mass in galaxies below Mdg to determine their ULX ontentin a statistially meaningful way. Possible reasons for and impliations of aninrease in spei� ULX rate with dereasing galaxy mass are presented.



Surveys & AGN Searhes { Invited 9Staking photons in deep and large X-raysurveysMarella Brusa, Max Plank Institut fuer Extraterrestrishe Physik (MPE -Garhing), UMBCUsing the staking tehnique, it is possible to study, at least in a statistialsense, the X-ray properties of soures individually undeteted even in the deep-est observations and down to extremely faint uxes. Given the very low bak-ground of the Chandra satellite, suh a tehnique has been routinely adoptedin Chandra works sine the beginning of the mission, and suessfully used in avariety of studies. Here we present an overview of a few seleted results, fousedon: 1) the average X-ray properties of the soures responsible for the XRB; 2)the detetion of a sizable poulation of Compton Thik AGN at z~2; and 3) thestudy of the intensity and pro�le of the 6.4 keV iron line and its evolution withredshift. We also briey outline the perspetives for these studies for the Chan-dra mission, and for other present and future X-ray failities, in the frameworkof the deepest (Chandra Deep Fields) and largest (e.g. COSMOS) surveys.



10 Surveys & AGN Searhes { OralChandra COSMOS Survey AnalysisSimonetta Puetti, ASI Siene Data Center (ASDC)-INAFon behalf of the C-Cosmos ollaborationThe 1.8 Mse Chandra COSMOS Survey (C-COSMOS) is the largest Chan-dra GO program at the time of award. COSMOS is a pan-hromati survey ofthe extragalati sky designed to be both large and deep enough to study galaxyand quasar evolution in typial environments with minimal 'osmi bias'. Theloation of COSMOS near the equator (10h +02deg) allows all major and fu-ture failities (esp. EVLA, ALMA) to target this 2 sq. deg.region. Both spae- HST, Spitzer, GALEX, XMM - and ground-based - VLA, Subaru, CTIO,KPNO, CFHT, Magellan, VLT - have already surveyed the area to faint lim-its. The entral region of the COSMOS �eld observed in C-COSMOS is nowthe target of deeper surveys by the VLA and VLT, and proposed for GALEXand VISTA. We present the urrent status of the analysis of the C-COSMOSdataset. We fous on soure detetion and validation, whih are ompliated bythe o�set tiling struture of the survey. The 6x6 array of 50kse observationsgives a uniform 200kse exposure, and a well-de�ned ut-o� in ux. The depthof C-COSMOS was hosen to detet signi�ant numbers of galaxies, up to z 0.9,omparable with the depth of the COSMOS galaxy surveys. About 2000 soureshave been deteted using both a wavelet algorithm and a PSF �tting algorithm.The present atalog inludes about 100 soures with 0.5-2 keV ux smaller that3E-16 gs, one of the largest sample of faint X-ray soures so far. Partiularare was put in the detetion, validation and identi�ation of soures with aseparation <12" right down to the limit imposed by the Chandra PSF. This willallow us to put robust onstraints on the X-ray soure orrelation funtion downto tens of kp (for a typial z=1). Preliminary results on soure number ounts,osmi variae and soure lustering will be presented.



Surveys & AGN Searhes { Oral 11Demographis of blak holes in nearbygalaxiesSmita Mathur, The Ohio State UniversityHimel Ghosh (Ohio State)The umulative mass funtion needed to explain the energetis of high red-shift quasars implies that all galaxies in the loal universe should host super-massive blak holes (SBHs). Low-mass SBHs, however, are impossible to detetdynamially beause their sphere of inuene annot be resolved with urrenttelesopes. On the other hand, the \downsizing" of AGN ativity with osmiepoh suggests that the lowest-mass SBHs should be ative now, and thereforeshould be X-ray soures. Given the M BH - M Bulge relationship, we expetthe low-mass SBHs to be in late-type spirals. We present results from a Chan-dra arhival study { preliminary to an ongoing bigger Chandra survey { of sixnearby \quiesent" spirals that shows that all six indeed harbor nulear X-raysoures. We use available multiwavelength data to weigh the arguments forand against eah objet being in fat an areting SBH. We show how X-rayobservations are e�etive in unovering hidden SBHs.



12 Surveys & AGN Searhes { OralAMUSE-Virgo: on the survival of super-massiveblak holes in faint spheroidsElena Gallo, UCSBT. Treu, J.-H. Woo, J. Jaob, P. Marshall, R. Antonui (UCSB)I will present the �rst Chandra results from the AGN Multiwavelength Sur-vey of Early-type galaxies in the Virgo luster (AMUSE-Virgo). This large pro-gram targets 100 early-type Virgo galaxies with Chandra ACIS-S and SpitzerMIPS, with the aim to provide an unbiased ensus of super-massive blak hole(SMBH) ativity in the loal universe. The sample overs over 4 orders ofmagnitude in blak hole mass as estimated from the mass-veloity dispersionrelation, large enough that it an be divided in SMBH mass bins to test whetherthe nulear ativity duty yle is mass dependent. I will report on the Chandraobservations of the �rst 16 targets, ombined with results from arhival data ofother, more massive, 16 targets. Hard X-ray emission from a position oinidentwith the galaxy nuleus is deteted in 50 per ent of the galaxies, and asribed tolow-level aretion-powered ativity from a SMBH. Two of the deteted nuleiare hosted in galaxies with absolute B magnitudes fainter than -18, indiatingthat SMBHs are still being harbored in suh faint, low-mass objets.



Surveys & AGN Searhes { Oral 13Searhing for AGN in the Outskirts ofClustersGregory Sivako�, The Ohio State UniversityPaul Martini (OSU), Daniel D. Kelson, John Mulhaey (Carnegie Observa-tories), Ann Zabludo� (Steward Observatories)With the Chandra X-ray Observatory, it is possible to identify AGN down tolow X-ray luminosities. While optial emission-line surveys of lusters of galax-ies indiate a low fration of AGN (1%) ompared to the �eld (5%), a fator of�ve times as many luster AGN have been found using X-ray tehniques. Thus,X-ray surveys of luster AGN an be used to test the mehanisms of AGN fuel-ing, and have obvious impliations to how AGN feedbak ould be distributedthroughout lusters. Under the major-merger paradigm for AGN fueling, onepredits higher frations of AGN should be found in the outskirts of lustersand in low veloity-dispersion lusters. However, most Chandra observations ofnearby lusters have onentrated on their ores. We present wide-�eld observa-tions of Abell 85 and Abell 754, whih we ombine with arhival data to reatea sample of X-ray AGN from six z < 0:08 lusters. We �nd no evidene thatthe fration is higher in the outskirts of lusters. While this seems ounter tothe standard AGN fueling paradigm, we �nd hints that the fration is higher inlower veloity dispersion lusters. The AGN fration (LX > 1E41;MR < �20)varies from 2-14% from luster to luster, but is onsistent with an AGN fra-tion of 4%. This sample indiates the lear need for studies that sample a widerange of veloity dispersions.



14 Surveys & AGN Searhes { OralThe AGN Buther-Oemler E�etPaul Martini, The Ohio State UniversityG. Sivako� (OSU), J. Mulhaey (OCIW), D. Kelson (OCIW)We have studied the evolution of the AGN population in lusters of galaxieswith spetrosopi observations of X-ray soures in arhival Chandra data. Ourlow-redshift sample of eight z=0.06-0.3 lusters of galaxies ontains only oneAGN more luminous than 1043 erg/s in the hard X-ray band, while in ontrastthere are eight AGN above this luminosity range in a sample of four lusters atz=0.6. This is strong evidene for a pronouned inrease in the fration of AGNin higher-redshift lusters of galaxies, analogous to the inrease in the number ofblue galaxies in lusters at higher redshift known as the Buther-Oemler e�et.The AGN evolution is lusters is also more rapid than observed for �eld AGN,whih indiates di�erential evolution in the luster AGN population relative tothe �eld, and not merely a di�erent normalization in the number of AGN pergalaxy.



Galaxies & ISM { Oral 15Comparing X-ray emission from Ultraviolet-LuminousGalaxies and Lyman Break GalaxiesAnn Hornshemeier, NASA GSFCAndrew Ptak (JHU), Timothy Hekman (JHU), John Grimes (JHU), SamirSalim (NOAO), John Sheets (Boston Univ.), David Strikland (JHU)We disuss X-ray onstraints on GALEX-seleted Ultraviolet-LuminousGalax-ies (UVLGs). An interesting subset of these UVLGs appear to be analogs to thedistant (3 < z < 4) Lyman Break Galaxies (LBGs). The 2-10 keV X-ray emis-sion of LBGs appear to be broadly similar to that of galaxies in the loal Uni-verse, possibly indiating similarity in the prodution of areting binaries overlarge evolutionary timesales in the Universe. Given the very large distanesto the LBGs, we have eleted to use the the UVLGs as possible loal-Universeomparison sample. This tehnique is showing promise; we have deteted lu-minous X-ray emission from one UVLG that permits basi X-ray spetrosopianalysis, and have diret X-ray onstraints on a total of 6 UVLGs (inludingtwo previously studied by Chandra). The luminous X-ray emitting galaxy isperhaps very interesting as it demonstrates a lak of emission from hot gas eventhough the inferred star formation rate is very high.



16 Galaxies & ISM { OralThe Low Metalliity ISM of X-ray FaintElliptial GalaxiesJimmy Irwin, University of MihiganSine the hot interstellar medium (ISM) of early-type galaxies is believedto originate primarily from stellar mass loss and supernovae, the metalliityof the ISM should reet that of the stars ontributing the mass to the ISM.This has been on�rmed for gas-rih X-ray bright elliptials, as both the X-ray-determined ISM abundanes and optially-determined stellar abundanes areapproximately solar. However, this does not seem to be the ase for gas-poor,X-ray faint elliptials, for whih very sub-solar abundanes have been reported,although poor statistis and signi�ant X-ray binary ontamination have beenlisted as the ause of these (erroneously) low abundane measurements. Wepresent Chandra + XMM-Newton spetra of one of the best-observed X-rayfaint elliptials, NGC4697, and on�rm that O, Ne, Mg, Si, Fe, and Ni areall signi�antly subsolar, and are not the result of poor spetral �tting or poorstatistis. We speulate that the low metal abundanes are the result of dilutionfrom the aretion over time of pristine metal-free gas that surrounds the galaxy.The impliations of this aretion in the ontext of galaxy formation will bedisussed.



Galaxies & ISM { Oral 17Limits on Hot Galati Halo Gas from X-rayAbsorption LinesYangsen Yao, MITM. Nowak (MIT), Q. D. Wang (UMass), N. Shulz (MIT), C. Canizares (MIT)Many theoretial alulations and numerial alulations for galaxy forma-tion predit the existene of large-sale (> 20kp) hot gaseous halos aroundindividual galaxies. However, suh halos are yet to be disovered observation-ally. We here present a di�erential study of searhing for suh a halo aroundour Galaxy. We ompared the highly ionized X-ray absorption lines observedin sight-line of a Galati soure 4U 1957+11 (distane D > 10kp) with thoseobserved toward extragalati soures LMC X-3 (D~50 kp) and Mrk 421. Wefound that all the line absorptions observed in the extragalati soures an beattributed to the hot gas in a thik Galati disk, as traed by the absorptionlines in the spetra of 4U 1957+11. We then obtained a �rm upper limit of theabsorption due to the putative Galati halo and estimated the halo mass andmetalliity. These results provide a diret observational test of galaxy formationtheories.



18 SN & SNR { InvitedShok Physis in SNRs: an observationalperspetiveCara Rakowski, Naval Researh Lab (NRC fellow)J. Martin Laming (NRL), Parviz Ghavamian (Johns Hopkins)The outer blast-waves of supernova remnants (SNRs) are an example of\ollisionless shoks", i.e. the width of the shok transition is tiny omparedto the Coulomb mean-free-path. In these shoks the partile heating to post-shok temperatures and aeleration to osmi ray energies must be mediatedby plasma waves arising from instabilities, and not just from random Coulombollisions. The 1/1835 mass ratio of eletrons to protons makes the heatingand aeleration of eletrons partiularly diÆult. In this talk I will explain thespetrosopi tehniques for determining the proton, ion and eletron tempera-tures at a variety of supernova remnant shoks, and present the latest data onthe eletron to proton temperature ratio from this survey. The observed inversesquare dependene of the eletron to proton temperature ratio with shok ve-loity an be explained by a physial model for the eletron heating, wherebylower hybrid waves exited in the shok osmi-ray preursor damp by ael-erating eletrons along the loal magneti �eld, ehoing reent suggestions inthe literature that the osmi rays are an integral part of the ollisionless shokstruture. New results inluding the growth rate for lower-hybrid waves in theosmi-ray preursor will be disussed.



SN & SNR { Oral 19HETG spetral-imaging of SN 1987ADaniel Dewey, MIT Kavli InstituteS. Zhekov (U Colorado), C.R. Canizares (MKI), R. MCray (U Colorado)We have ompleted taking deep, high-resolution observations of SN 1987Aat 20 years after its explosion with Chandra's grating spetrometers. In Marh-April of 2007 HETG observations totaling 355 ks were taken as part of theHETG GTO program. Just reently in the Fall of 2007, deep omplementaryLETG observations (MCray, P.I.) were taken as well; with the full set of deepline-images we an do detailed �tting of spatial-veloity-ionization models ofthe SN 1987A emission. Presented here are the HETG data whih give thehighest-resolution X-ray spetra of SN1987A to date. High signal-to-noise isahieved in the 6A to 20A bandpass whih inludes the H-like and He-like linesof Si, Mg, Ne, as well as bright Fe XVII lines and lines of O VIII. Using simple3D geometri models, inluding Doppler veloity e�ets, we an �t the spetral-images of individual lines to obtain information relevant to the CSM shokinterations taking plae in the SN 1987A system.



20 SN & SNR { OralX-Ray Emission from Supernovae as Probes ofStellar EnvironmentsStefan Immler, NASA/CRESST GSFCThe interation of outgoing SN shoks with material in their environmentsan give rise to large amounts of X-rays whih are uniquely suited to measure theirumstellar matter (CSM) densities and the mass loss rates of their progenitorstars. Sine SN shoks travel at speeds a thousand times larger than the stellarwind veloities, the X-ray observations an be used as a time mahine to lookbak into the histories of the progenitors over periods of tens of thousands ofyears in the stellar evolution. I disuss the �rst omprehensive study of theenvironments of all SNe deteted with orbiting X-ray observatories over thepast three deades, with emphasis on reent results of SNe 2006bp, 2006j and2005kd obtained with Chandra, XMM-Newton, and Swift.



SN & SNR { Oral 21A Deep Chandra Observation of Kepler'sSupernova Remnant: An Anomalous Type IaSupernovaStephen Reynolds, North Carolina State UniversityK.J. Borkowski (NC State U), J.M. Blondin (NC State U), C. Badenes (Rut-gers), J.P. Hughes (Rutgers), U. Hwang (NASA/GSFC), J.M. Laming (NRL)We present results from our 750 ks Chandra Large Projet observation ofthe remnant of Kepler's supernova of 1604. This spetaular dataset, ontainingabout 30 million ounts, allows detailed spetrosopy on arseond sales. Wehave examined the spetra of over 100 small regions, and �nd that the vast bulkof emission from Kepler an be identi�ed with iron and silion-rih ejeta. Veryfew regions show abundanes loser to solar, but those are spatially assoiatedwith N-rih optial knots, and show some evidene for N enhanement in X-rays as well. Those regions are also the only loations where O is notieablein the spetra. A few regions are dominated by synhrotron emission, in theform of knots and di�use pathes as well as thin �laments. There are no O-rihregions. We are fored to onlude that Kepler is the remnant of a thermonulearsupernova, although evidene is also strong that the ambient medium into whihthe blast wave is expanding is irumstellar material lost from the progenitor.Thus Kepler may be an example of a thermonulear supernova from a moremassive progenitor system, perhaps to be identi�ed with \prompt" Type Iasupernovae required to explain the orrelation of Type Ia supernova rates withgalaxy star formation rates. However, Kepler's kinematis are also unusual andmay require a whole new Ia mehanism, suh as the thermonulear explosionof a single star. The impliations of di�erent explosion mehanisms for theosmologial use of SNe Ia are onsiderable. I shall disuss the signi�ane ofour observation for shok-aeleration physis and for the nature of the TypeIa phenomenon.



22 SNR, GRB, & Isolated NS { InvitedAn X-ray View of the GRB-SN ConnetionAliia Soderberg, Prineton UniversityOver the past few years, long-duration gamma-ray bursts (GRBs), inludingthe sublass of X-ray ashes (XRFs), have been revealed to be a rare varietyof Type Ib supernova (SN Ib). While all these events result from the deathof massive stars, the eletromagneti luminosities of GRBs and XRFs exeedthose of ordinary Type Ib SNe by many orders of magnitude. The observeddiversity of stellar death orresponds to large variations in the energy, veloity,and geometry of the explosion ejeta. Using multi-wavelength (radio, optial,X-ray) observations of the nearest GRBs, XRFs, and SNe Ib, I show thatwhile GRBs and XRFs ouple at least 1048 erg to relativisti material, SNeIb typially ouple less than 1048 erg to their fastest (albeit non-relativisti)outows. Spei�ally, I �nd that less than 3 perent of loal SNe Ib show anyevidene for relativisti ejeta whih may be attributed to an assoiated GRBor XRF. Reently, a new lass of GRBs and XRFs has been revealed whih areunder-luminous in omparison with the statistial sample of GRBs. Owing totheir faint high-energy emission, these sub-energeti bursts are only detetablenearby (z < 0:1) and are likely 10 times more ommon than osmologial GRBs.In omparison with loal SNe Ib and typial GRBs/XRFs,these explosions areintermediate in terms of both volumetri rate and energetis. Yet the essentialphysial proess that auses a dying star to produe a GRB, XRF, or sub-energeti burst, and not just a SN, remains a ruial open question. Progressrequires a detailed understanding of ordinary SNe Ib whih will be failitatedwith the launh of wide-�eld optial surveys in the near future.



SNR, GRB, & Isolated NS { Oral 23The late-time light urves of GRB X-rayafterglows with ChandraDirk Grupe, Pennsylvania State UniversityDavid Burrows (PSU)For a brief moment in time when they our, Gamma-Ray Bursts (GRBs)are the most energeti events in the Universe. One of the preditions of thestandard �reball model of GRBs is the formation of a jet. The opening angleof this jet is the ruial parameter for the energetis of the burst. This openingangle an be inferred from the 'jet break' when the jet deelerates by interatingwith the interstellar gas. Jet breaks are therefore ruial for our understandingof GRBs. We will summarize our late-time detetions of GRB X-ray afterglowswith Chandra. For the two soft GRBs 070524 and 071221A we were able tofollow both X-ray afterglows for more than 3 weeks and found no jet break in050724 and a jet break 4 days after the burst in GRB 051221A. As for longbursts we had three observations of the extraordinary GRB 060729 with thelatest 11 month after the burst - the latest detetion of an X-ray afterglowever. GRB 060729 will still be detetable by Chandra in 2008 and has just beenreommended for two Chandra observation next year by the peer review. Inall these ases Chandra observations were essential to get late-time detetionwhih are important for the interpretation of the physis involved in GRBs. Thedetetion or non detetions of a jet break in GRB X-ray light urves puts tightonstraints on the energetis of a GRB. No jet break means that it requires amuh larger energy injetion and a ontinuous energy input from the entralengine. Only Chandra is able to detet X-ray afterglows at very late times.



24 SNR, GRB, & Isolated NS { OralChandra and Spitzer Constraints on theEvolution of G54.1+0.3 and 3C 58Patrik Slane, Harvard-Smithsonian Center for AstrophysisThe injetion of partiles and magneti ux from a rapidly-rotating neutronstar into its surroundings produes a synhrotron-emitting bubble known as apulsar wind nebula (PWN). The partile spetrum injeted into the nebula, aswell as the density pro�le of the material into whih the nebula expands, stronglyonstrain its spetral and dynamial evolution. Here I desribe reent work usingChandra and Spitzer observations to onstrain the spetrum at the innermostregions of 3C 58, for omparison with the broadband spetrum of the entirenebula, and the identi�ation of a shell of emission surrounding G54.1+0.3,presumably orresponding to the previously unseen ambient material into whihthe PWN is evolving.



SNR, GRB, & Isolated NS { Oral 25Chandra observation of HESSJ1640-465 revealsan x-ray nebula and its putative pulsarAnne Lemiere, CfA-HarvardP. Slane , B. GaenslerDuring 2004-2006 H.E.S.S. performed a survey of the inner part of theGalaxy where its exellent apability allowed to mark a breakthrough in the�eld of PWN study: for the �rst time the morphologial struture of many pul-sar wind nebulae (PWN) was resolved in the gamma-ray band. We present herea Chandra X-ray observation of one of these soures whih �lls the enter of theSNR G338.3-0.0: HESSJ1640-465. We resolve a point soure surrounded by adi�use emission that �lls the entroid of the HESS soure, within the shell ofthe radio supernova remnant. The morphology of the di�use emission stronglyresembles that of a PWN and extends assymetrially in the South East partof the point soure that we designate as the putative pulsar. We explore themorphologial and spetral harateristis of this objet and disuss their impli-ations in term of energies and interation with the surrounding environment.We �nally disuss a senario in whih the gamma-rays originate from this objetin term of a time-dependent leptoni model.



26 SNR, GRB, & Isolated NS { OralX-ray emission properties of old pulsarsWerner Beker, MPE-GarhingC.Y. Hui, H.H. HuangYoung and middle aged neutron stars, whih emit strong pulsed non-thermaland/or surfae hot-spot plus ooling emission, were studied reasonable well byprevious X-ray observatories. In ontrast, most old radio pulsars were too faintfor a detailed examination of their X-ray emission and are learly soures whihrequired the sensitivity of Chandra and XMM-Newton to be studied in suÆientdetail. In my talk I will review reent results on the X-ray emission propertiesof old pulsars and report on a study of the di�use trail like emission omponentsfound in some of them.



SNR, GRB, & Isolated NS { Oral 27Target-of-Opportunity Chandra Observationsof Anomalous X-ray PulsarsVitoria Kaspi, MGill UniversityP. M. Woods (Dynetis), F. P. Gavriil (NASA/GSFC), R. Dib (MGill), C.Tam (MGill)Sine Cyle 4, we have led a Chandra Target-of-Opportunity program toobserve Anomalous X-ray Pulsars (AXPs), a small lass of isolated neutron starsthought to be magnetars, in outburst. Under this program, we have obtaineda total of seven ToO observations of three di�erent AXPs (three of CXOUJ164710.2-455216, three of 1E 1048.1-5937 and one of 4U 0142+61), in order tostudy their rotational, spetral and pulsed fration evolutions during times ofinstability. We desribe here what we have learned from these observations. Inpartiular we report on a tight, quantitative orrelation between ux and pulsedfration in 1E 1048.1-5937; the �rst measurement of a period derivative (henemagneti �eld) in CXOU J164710.2-455216, thus on�rming its AXP nature;as well unique pulse pro�le evolution, both in the short- and long-terms, in4U 0142+61. These Chandra observations support the magnetar model forthese soures, and put tight onstraints on a variety of the outstanding physialquestions remaining about magnetars.



28 Miroquasars { OralProperties of the Aretion Disk Corona inHer X-1Li Ji, MIT Kavli Institute for Astrophysis & Spae ResearhN.S. Shulz (MKI), M. Nowak(MKI) & H.L. Marshall(MKI)We present an analysis of six high-resolution Chandra grating observationsof the X-ray binary pulsar Her X-1. With a total exposure of 170 ks, theobservations are separated by years and over three ombinations of orbital andsuper-orbital phases. Our goal is to determine the properties of the photoionizedemission and its dependene on phase-dependent variations of the ontinuum.We �nd that the ontinua an be desribed by a partial overing model whihis onsistent with the high energy spetra observed with RXTE. Moreover, anadditional thermal blakbody omponent is required to �t the soft band below 12�A(� 1 keV). Most of the variability is aused by high absorption olumns varyingfrom (1 { 3)�1023 m�2. Most spetra show strong line emission stemmingfrom a photoionized aretion disk orona. We model the line emission withgeneri thermal plasma models as well as with the photoionization ode XSTARand determine hanges of the ionization balane with orbital and superorbitalphases. Most spetra also show strong and variable uoresene line emissionfrom near neutral Fe,likely assoiated with the ooler, outer portions of thedisk.



Miroquasars { Oral 29HETG Observations of AC211 in the GlobularCluster M15Tim Kallman, NASA/GSFC, Laboratory for X-ray AstrophysisL. Angelini, N. E. White (NASA/GSFC), J. Sepinsky (NWU)We report on a 60 kse observation of the lowmass X-ray binary AC211/4U2127+119in the Globular CLuster M15 using the Chandra HETG. The presene of theonfusing soure �3 ar-seonds away neessitates areful observation planningand analysis to disentangle the two spetra. The observation spans approxi-mately one binary orbit, and the HETG spetrum shows emission lines fromhighly ionized Si, Mg, Ne, and O,and also features whih orrespond to the Klines of iron. The ratios of the helium-like lines from Mg and Si provide a lowerlimit on the density or the UV radiation �eld in the line emitting region. Therelative strengths of the H- and He-like lines are onsistent with photoioniza-tion equilibrium, with a narrow range of allowed ionization parameters. Thisprovides an upper limit on the distane of the line-emitting gas from the soureof X-ray ontinuum. The line emission is rudely onsistent with that expetedfrom an aretion disk orona, although there are important di�erenes betweenthis soure and other likely ADC soures. One example is the strength of theiron line. We disuss these di�erenes, and interpret them in the ontext ofother information about this soure: its orbital parameters and the nature ofthe ompanion star.



30 Miroquasars { OralCygnus X-3's \Little" FriendMihael MCollough, SAOLynne Valeni (NASA/GSFC)Cygnus X-3 is a well know miroquasar whih shows state hanges, strongradio emission, hard X-ray-radio orrelations, and relativisti jets. The exatnature of ompat objet assoiated with this system is still unertain. In thispresentation are shown new results whih will further illustrate the omplexityand uniqueness of this system. In 2003 extended X-ray emission was disoveredassoiated with Cygnus X-3 using Chandra (Heindl et al. 2003). One of themost likely interpretations of this feature was that of a jet impat region. In2006 a longer Chandra observation during whih Cygnus X-3 was in a brighterX-ray state has revealed a muh better look at this emission. We will showthat even though this feature is 16" away from Cygnus X-3 it demonstratesremarkable time orrelated ativity assoiated with Cygnus X-3. The behaviorof this emission and the possible nature of this feature will be disussed in thispresentation.



Miroquasars { Oral 31Spetral transition of an ultra-luminousX-ray soure, NGC 2403 Soure 3Naoki Isobe, RIKENKazuo Makishima (RIKEN/University of Tokyo), Atsushi Senda (RIKEN), MadokaKawaharada (RIKEN), Hiromitsu Takahashi (Hiroshima University), Tsune-humi Mizuno (Hiroshima University), Ryohei Miyawaki (University of Tokyo),Tessei Yoshida (Tokyo University of Siene), Rihard Mushotzky (NASA/GSFC)We report the study of the spetral variation over 5 years, of an ultra-luminous X-ray soure NGC 2403 Soure 3, whih is loated in the arm region ofa normal spiral galaxy NGC 2403. We performed a Suzaku observation of NGC2403 during the Siene working group phase on 2006Marh 16. All the availablearhival Chandra and Newton data are also analysed. Exept for one Chandraobservation, the X-ray spetra of NGC 2403 soure 3 are suessfully desribedwith a multi-olor disk (MCD) model. The innermost disk temperature andbolometri luminosity of the soure is found to be rather stable, Tin = 1.04 -1.18 keV and Lbol = (1:4� 2:3)� 1039 ergs/s, respetively. The innermost diskradius is determined to be 96 - 130 km, indiating that the mass of the soureis about 10 - 15 times the solar masses. As a result, the soure is inferred tobe shining near the Eddington limit. In the remaining Chandra observation,onduted in 2004 November, we have disovered that the soure showed atransition to a power-law (PL) spetrum with a photon index of Gamma =2:37� 0:08. In this observation, the luminosity of the soure is lower by about10 /observations. These spetral features are similar to those of Galati blakholes, at high aretion rate near the Eddington limit. Therefore, we will disussthe physial properties of NGC 2403 soure 3, in omparison with the Galatiblak holes.



32 Miroquasars { OralWarm Absorbers in Galati X-ray BinariesNorbert S. Shulz, MIT Kavli Institute for Astrophysis & Spae ResearhX-ray binaries, spei�ally the ones labeled as miroquasars, are onsideredto be the small-sale Galati ounterparts of ative galati nulei (AGN).Physially they are distintly di�erent in that they are stellar binaries in whiha ompat objet, in most ases a stellar blak hole, aretes matter from astellar ompanion. These objets exhibit relativisti jets and outow patternsreminient of their of their extragalati ousins. While their radio and X-rayemission indeed provide many signatures that resemble the ones we ususallysee in AGNs, they provide an uplose view of the various aretion phenomenaommon in these objets. This presentation investigates warm absorbers. Untilquite reently, warm absorbers were mostly disussed in the ontext of AGN,but reent observations with high resolution X-ray spetrometers provided amanifold of di�erent warm absorber ativity in X-ray binaries, not all of themare onsidered to atually be miroquasars. This presentation reviews reentresults involving miroquasars (i.e. GROJ1655-40, Cir X-1) and normal X-ray binaries (i.e. 4U 1624-49, EXO 0748-676) with a wide range ionizationparameters and olumn densities. Only reently have we begun to understandand identify warm absorber features whih provide novel lues to understandthe aretion proess onto ompat objets.



AGN { Invited 33Resolved jets in quasars and radio galaxiesYasunobu Uhiyama, ISAS/JAXARelativisti jets at hundreds of kiloparses from the quasar nuleus generallyexhibit strong X-ray emission in exess of that antiipated by a synhrotron-self-Compton model, as revealed by surveys with Chandra. Despite extensivework, the dominant X-ray emission proess in quasar jets remains unsettled.Solving this problem will revolutionize our ideas regarding relativisti jets andoutows in the Universe. In this talk, we present results from Spitzer infraredobservations of X-ray jets in quasars and radio galaxies, ombined with multifre-queny imaging data from VLA, Hubble, and Chandra. A partiular emphasisis plaed on our multifrequeny analysis of the kiloparse-sale jet in the well-known quasar 3C 273, whih o�ers new insights into the ontroversial originof the X-ray emission seen in the relativisti jets of quasars and radio galaxies.Our analysis suggests that a population of partiles distint from radio-emittingeletrons produes the resolved X-rays in powerful jets through a synhrotronproess. We disuss impliations for partile aeleration proesses operatingin relativisti jets. Finally we address e�etive investigations to be done withurrent instruments as well as future prospets of this area.



34 AGN { OralInsights on Jet Physis & High EnergyEmission Proesses from Optial PolarimetryEri Perlman, Florida Institute of TehnologyC. A. Padgett, M. Georganopoulos (JCA/UMBC), F. Dulwih, D. M. Wor-rall, M. Birkinshaw (U. Bristol), W. B. Sparks, J. A. Biretta (STSI), C. P.O'Dea, S. Baum (RIT), A. S. WilsonBeause of their diret tie with the magneti �eld in the emitting region,polarimetry an be a powerful tool in disentangling the physis of extragalatijets. Polarimetry in multiple emission bands an prove partiularly helpful, asthey an help disentangle ases where emission in multiple bands might origi-nate in physially di�erent regions. A total of nine jets have now been observedpolarimetrially with HST, with the results on all but two having been pub-lished during the last 18 months. I will disuss the relationship between optialand radio polarization for extragalati jets, its impliations for jet energetiand magneti �eld struture, and its importane for understanding the X-rayemission properties seen by Chandra. We are �nding that there is not a generalpattern in these properties, with eah soure having somewhat di�erent polar-ization properties and relationship to X-ray emission. This strongly reinforesthe idea that the jets of radio galaxies are not homogeneous ows.



AGN { Oral 35Imaging AGN using gravitational mirolensingGeorge Chartas, Penn StateC. S. Kohanek(OSU), X. Dai(OSU), N. Morgan(OSU), G. Garmire(PSU)Resolving the emission regions of distant quasars is beyond the urrent a-pabilities of present-day telesopes. Until the spaial resolution of telesopesimproves to reah the level of tens of nano-arseonds we will have to rely onindiret methods of mapping the emission regions of quasars. One promisingmethod of imaging AGN aretion disks involves mirolensing of the ontinuumand line emission regions that an our in lensed AGN. We have initiated amultiwavelength monitoring ampaign of several mirolensing andidates withthe main sienti� goal of measuring the struture of AGN in the optial andX-ray bands in order to test disk models. We present onstraints on the sizesof AGN aretion disks and their hot oronae. These onstraints were obtainedby monitoring mirolensing events in quasars Q1131-1231 and HE1104-1805.X-ray monitoring observations of these quasars were performed with the Chan-dra X-ray Observatory and B, R and I band observations were made with theSmarts Consortium 1.2m telesope in Chile. Staking of the Chandra observa-tions has also provided onstraints of the properties of two lusters of galaxiesin the viinity of Q1131-1231.



36 AGN { OralChandra and XMM monitoring of NGC 1365:unveiling the struture of the ompat irumnu-lear absorberGuido Risaliti, SAOI present the results of a Chandra monitoring of the Seyfert Galaxy NGC1365, whih revealed an oultation event with a duration of less than two days,implying a distane of the irumnulear absorber of less than 0.01 p, and asize of the X-ray emitting region of � 1014 m. I will disuss the impliation ofthis result in the ontext of the uni�ed model, and will present the �rst resultsof a long (� 5 days) XMM monitoring of this soure.



AGN { Oral 37Probing Uni�ation With Chandra andXMM-Newton Imaging and Spetrosopi Obser-vations of NGC 2110Daniel Evans, Harvard UniversityJulia Lee (Harvard University), Jane Turner (UMBC/GSFC), Kim Weaver(GSFC), Herman Marshall (MIT)We present Chandra ACIS-S (50 ks), HETGS (250 ks) and XMM-NewtonRGS (60 ks) imaging and spetrosopi observations of NGC 2110, a sourelassi�ed as a Narrow Emission Line Galaxy, the sublass of Seyferts historiallynoted for their partiularly at X-ray spetra. Although the nulear X-rayspetrum of NGC 2110 an be modeled as a power law of photon index � � 1:4absorbed by a olumn of 3 � 1022 m�2, the exess absorption we detet atthe Si K and Fe K edges implies the need for a more omplex spetral model,whih we �nd in the form of a \anonial" � � 1:7 AGN spetrum modi�edby pathy absorption from multiple layers of neutral material. The measuredphoton index and high intrinsi absorption of the nulear spetrum of NGC2110 are onsistent with that of a typial Seyfert 2 galaxy, whih demonstratesthat NELG are typial AGN viewed through slightly more omplex absorption,rather than a separate sublass of objets on their own. Based on additionalmultiwavelength imaging studies, we also �nd resolved soft X-ray emission 160p north of the nuleus, whih is spatially oinident with [OIII℄ emission (HST),but lies just beyond the northern edge of the small-sale radio jet in the soure.Taken with the evidene for ionized emission in the HETGS spetra of NGC2110, we suggest that both photoionization and ollisional ionization proessesplay a role in the irumnulear environment of the soure.



38 AGN interation with host galaxy { OralA Deep Chandra Observation ofCentaurus ARalph Kraft, SAOR. Kraft (SAO), M. Hardastle (University of Hertfordshire), A. Jordan (ESO),G. Sivako� (Ohio State University), D. Evans (Harvard University), J. Croston(University of Hertfordshire), W. Forman (SAO), C. Jones (SAO), P. Nulsen(SAO), S. Murray (SAO), D. Worrall (University of Bristol), M. Birkinshaw(University of Bristol), C. Sarazin (University of Virginia), A. Juett (Univer-sity of Virginia), S. Rayhaudhury (Birmingham University), N. Brassington(SAO), W. Harris (MMaster University), K. Woodley (MMaster University)We present preliminary results from deep (6�100 ks) Chandra VLP obser-vations of the nearby (d=3.8 Mp, 1"=18.4 p) galaxy Centaurus A. Cen Ais the nearest early-type galaxy, late stage merger, and radio galaxy; our deepobservations probe a wide range of astrophysially interesting phenomena un-observable in any other galaxy. In partiular, we will disuss the temperatureand abundane pro�le of the ISM, the GC/LMXB onnetion, the spetral andtemporal properties of the XRB population (inluding one previously unknownULX transient, and several others with LX < 1E38ergss�1), the role that theongoing nulear outburst plays in heating the ISM and in transporting highabundane material from the galaxy enter to the halo, and the spatial andspetral morphology of the X-ray jet. The ISM exhibits a omplex temperatureand abundane pro�le, with mixing of gas likely due to both the merger andthe radio outburst. We have extensive HST/ACS data on the globular lusterpopulation as well, the proximity of Cen A permits us to measure the stru-tural parameters (i.e. ore radii, entral densities, et.) of the GCs to betterunderstand the LMXB/GC link. The energy loss sale for X-ray synhrotronemission in extragalati jets is only tens of p. Cen A is the only extragalatijet for whih Chandra's spatial probes this sale.



AGN interation with host galaxy { Oral 39Modeling the Supermassive Blak Hole DrivenShoks in M87William Forman, SAOC. Jones (SAO), E. Churazov (MPA, IKI), R. Kraft (SAO), M. Markevith(SAO), P.Nulsen (SAO), J.Eilek (NMT), F. Owen (NRAO)We have modeled the shoks deteted in the 500kse Chandra observationof M87 using a hydrodynami model of the gas surrounding M87. Starting froma desription of the unperturbed gas density and gas temperature distributionsderived from deprojetions, we parameterize the outbursts that produe theobserved shoks. For the observed shoks, we derive the outburst energy, theoutburst age, and the duration of the outburst. For the outburst that gave riseto the main 13kp ring, we onstrain the duration of the outburst to more thana few million years. Finally, with a simple model for the main outburst, we anestimate the fration of energy deposited in M87's atmosphere and the frationthat is arried away by the weak shok. We show that the deposited energy isomparable to that radiated by M87's ooling atmosphere.



40 AGN interation with host galaxy { OralThe unusual X-ray morphology of NGC 4636:avities, o�-enter outbursts and shoks revealedby deep ChandraobservationsAlessandro Baldi, Harvard-Smithsonian CfAW. Forman (Harvard-Smithsonian CfA), C. Jones (Harvard-Smithsonian CfA),R. Kraft (Harvard-Smithsonian CfA), P. Nulsen (Harvard-Smithsonian CfA),L. David (Harvard-Smithsonian CfA)We present the analysis of 200 kse of Chandra observations of the X-rayluminous elliptial galaxy NGC 4636, loated in the outskirts of the Virgo lus-ter. A soft band (0.5-2 keV) image on�rms the presene of a bright ore inthe enter surrounded by an extended X-ray halo and two prominent, quasi-symmetri, 8 kp long, arm-like features. In addition, faint strutures, possiblyavities, are visible outside the ore suggesting a more omplex history thanprevious observations. We present surfae brightness and temperature pro�lesof these strutures. We show that the edges of at least three of these featuresare sharp and are haraterized by temperature jumps of about 20-25a shokorigin. We ompare the observed pro�les with shok models to derive quantita-tive parameters inluding outburst age and power for the shoks that produethe arm-like features that give rise to the unusual X-ray morphology of NGC4636.



AGN interation with host galaxy { Oral 41How Luminous Was the Galati SupermassiveBlak Hole in the Past?Frederik Bagano�, MIT Kavli InstituteM. P. Muno (Calteh), W. N. Brandt (Penn State), S. Park (Penn State),and M. R. Morris (UCLA)Repeated deep Chandra monitoring of Sgr A* over the past few years hasrevealed rapidly variable Fe uoresene features within 6' (14 p) of the super-massive blak hole, suggesting that its X-ray luminosity may have been greaterthan 1038 erg/s for at least 2-3 years about 60 years ago, before the �rst X-raysatellites were launhed. These results will be disussed in the ontext of Chan-dra observations of Fe uoresene in Sgr B2 and Sgr C, and arguments willbe presented against the alternative hypotheses of irradiation by loal X-raybinaries or exitation by low-energy osmi ray eletrons.



42 InvitedX-ray opportunities with GLASTJulie MEnery, NASA/GSFCThe upoming GLAST mission represents a major step forward in gamma-ray astronomy, with dramati improvements in sensitivity, angular resolutionand energy range beyond those ahieved by the highly-suessful EGRET in-strument on the Compton Gamma-Ray Observatory. The enormous �eld ofview will over � 20% of the sky at any instant, and full sky overage will beobtained every few hours. With these apabilities will ome new opportuni-ties for observers aross the eletromagneti spetrum. High energy gamma-raysoures are inherently nonthermal, multiwavelength objets, best understoodwithin the ontext of their behaviour at all wavelengths. In this talk I will de-sribe the GLAST mission and instrument apabilities and disuss the role andimportane of joint X-ray and high energy gamma-ray observations for a widerange of astrophysial objets.



Clusters of Galaxies { Invited 43Feedbak in Clusters of GalaxiesBrian MNamara, University of WaterlooFor more than 25 years, it was thought that dense gas in the ores of lus-ters ooled at rates of tens to hundreds of solar masses per year, and ondensedin a largely unseen form. This pereption hanged dramatially when X-rayobservations of galaxy lusters by the Chandra and XMM-Newton observato-ries failed to �nd gas ooling below X-ray temperatures at the expeted rates.At about the same time, images from the Chandra observatory revealed giantavities and shok fronts that provide a diret and reliable means of measuringthe energy injeted into hot atmospheres by ative galati nulei (AGN). Av-erage AGN powers are near those required to suppress ooling in isolated giantelliptial galaxies, and in larger systems up to the rihest galaxy lusters. Thisoinidene suggests that heating and ooling are oupled by feedbak, whihsuppresses star formation and the growth of luminous galaxies. I will disuss thebroader impliation of these results for several fundamental astrophysial prob-lems inluding the growth of bulges and supermassive blak holes, the exessentropy in hot halos, and baryon overooling in the universe.



44 Clusters of Galaxies { OralX-ray and radio observations of galaxygroups: the history of AGN heatingJan M. Vrtilek, Center for AstrophysisS. Giaintui (CfA and INAF), E. O'Sullivan (CfA), L. David (CfA), S. Ray-haudhury (U. Birmingham), T. Ponman (U. Brimingham), W. Forman (CfA),C. Jones (CfA)The entral regions of galaxy groups and lusters are frequently oupied bymassive elliptial galaxies with powerful radio soures whih strongly interatwith the X-ray emitting gas. Reent studies of suh interations have fousedmostly on massive lusters, but there is growing interest in extending investiga-tions to groups, whih are the lous of most galaxies in the present-day Universe,and whih may be more a�eted by AGN outbursts owing to shallow group po-tentials and may make radio/ICM interation more apparent beause of thelow-pressure group environment. We present observations of about 15 groups,for all of whih exellent X-ray data are in hand, and for whih we are obtaininglow frequeny radio data, prinipally with the GMRT. Radio observations atmultiple (espeially low) frequenies show the radiative aging of eletron pop-ulations and an reveal the radio ounterparts to X-ray \ghost" avities thatontain old/low-energy eletron populations. We present initial results from thisobserving program that illuminate the mehanisms, distribution, and timesalesof energy injetion.



Clusters of Galaxies { Oral 45Why Do Only Some Galaxy Clusters Have CoolCores?Jak Burns, University of Colorado, BoulderFlux-limited X-ray samples indiate that about half of rih galaxy lustershave ool ores. Why do only some lusters have ool ores while others donot? In this talk, I will present osmologial adaptive mesh N-body + Eulerianhydrodynami simulations, inluding radiative ooling and heating, along withChandra and ROSAT observations to address this question. Our simulationssuggest that there are important evolutionary di�erenes between ool ore (CC)lusters and their non-ool ore (NCC) ounterparts. Many of the numerial CClusters areted mass more slowly over time and grew enhaned ool ores viahierarhial mergers; when late major mergers ourred, the CC's survived theollisions. By ontrast, NCC lusters experiened major mergers early in theirevolution that destroyed embryoni ool ores and produed onditions thatprevented CC re-formation. As a result, our simulations predit observationallytestable distintions in the properties of CC and NCC beyond the ore regionsin lusters. In partiular, we �nd di�erenes between CC versus NCC lusters inthe shapes of X-ray surfae brightness pro�les, between the temperature pro�lesand hardness ratios beyond the ores, and between the distribution of masses.It also appears that CC lusters are no loser to hydrostati equilibrium thanNCC lusters, an issue important for preision osmology measurements. I willompare these preditions with data from Chandra and ROSAT.



46 Cosmology { InvitedToward luster osmology: A review ofobservational problems, progress and prospetsMarshall Bautz, MIT Kavli Institute for Astrophysis & Spae ResearhI review the long-understood potential role of galaxy lusters in illuminatingthe large-sale struture and expansion history of the Universe, and the equallywell-appreiated diÆulties in realizing this potential. The spetaular progressmade in our understanding of lusters sine the launh of Chandra has sharp-ened our appreiation of these diÆulties at least as muh as it has resolvedthem. I survey some reent work by others attaking this problem, foussingon ontributions by X-ray observers to our understanding of luster mass anddistane measurement, as well as to the satter of and evolution in relationsbetween luster strutural parameters. I briey ompare osmologial resultsobtained from luster studies, on the one hand, with inferenes drawn from otherosmologial measurements. I try to assess the impat on luster osmology ofsome planned future surveys in the mirowave, visible and X-ray bands.



Cosmology { Oral 47Constraints on dark energy from the observedgrowth of X-ray luminous galaxy lustersAdam Mantz, KIPAC/StanfordSteve Allen (KIPAC), Harald Ebeling (IfA, U. Hawaii), David Rapetti (KIPAC)I will present osmologial onstraints obtained from measurements of thegrowth of osmi struture in the most X-ray luminous galaxy lusters in theuniverse. Our results are onsistent with the osmologial onstant model andare in good agreement with �ndings from a variety of independent data, notablythe osmi mirowave bakground (CMB), type Ia supernovae (SNIa), galaxyluster gas-mass fration (fgas), osmi shear, and galaxy redshift surveys. Us-ing the growth of struture data alone, we �nd the dark energy equation of statew = �0:97� 0:20 for a onstant-w model; this result is remarkably insensitiveto the hoie of priors and to systemati unertainties in the analysis. The om-bination of growth of struture data with CMB, SNIa and fgas data has thepotential to signi�antly improve onstraints on dark energy by breaking a keydegeneray between 
m, �8 and w.



48 Cosmology { OralSaling Relations from Sunyaev-Zel'dovihE�et and Chandra X-ray measurements of high-redshift galaxy lustersMax Bonamente, UA - HuntsvilleMarshall Joy (MSFC), Samuel LaRoque (U.Chiago), John Carlstrom (U.Chiago),Daisuke Nagai (Calteh), Dan Marrone (U.Chiago)We present Sunyaev-Zel'dovih E�et (SZE) saling relations for 38 mas-sive galaxy lusters at redshifts 0:14 <= z <= 0:89, observed with both theChandra X-ray Observatory and the entimeter-wave SZE imaging system atthe BIMA and OVRO interferometri arrays. An isothermal beta-model withentral 100 kp exluded from the X-ray data is used to model the intralustermedium and to measure global luster properties. For eah luster, we measurethe X-ray spetrosopi temperature, SZE gas mass, total mass and integratedCompton-y parameters within r2500. Our measurements are in agreement withthe expetations based on a simple self-similar model of luster formation andevolution. We ompare the luster properties derived from our SZE observa-tions with and without Chandra spatial and spetral information and �nd themto be in good agreement. We ompare our results with osmologial numerialsimulations, and �nd that simulations that inlude radiative ooling, star for-mation and feedbak math well both the slope and normalization of our SZEsaling relations.



Cosmology { Oral 49Probing the WHIM through OVII K-alphaFlutuationsFabrizio Niastro, SAO/INAF-OARM. Elvis (SAO), J. Drake (SAO), Y. Krongold (UNAM), S. Mathur (OSU),F. Fiore (INAF-OAR), R. Williams (University of Leiden)Aording to hydrodynamial simulations the loal Universe is permeated oftenuous warm-hot baryoni matter, distributed in �laments throughout the in-tergalati spae. These �laments imprint extremely weak high-ionizationmetalabsorption in the X-ray spetra of bakground soures. The strongest of thesetransitions is the OVII Kalpha resonant, at lambda=21.6 A. Due to the steep-ness of the number density distribution of OVII WHIM absorbers with an equiv-alent width larger than a given threshold, however, less than one OVII Kalphaabsorber with individually detetable (with urrent spetrometers) equivalentwidth (EW > 10mA) is expeted to be found along a random line of sightup to z=1. Many more numerous of these absorbers, instead, are expeted toprodue non-resolvable absorption lines, whih still, when integrated, give riseto broad and shallow residual opaity. This signature an be searhed for inthe binned staked spetra of the brightest blazars in the Chandra arhive, upto the minimum ommon redshift (the redshift of Mkn 421, z=0.03). We haveperformed this searh, and found a 3% signal whih we attribute to unresolvedWHIM absorption (but note that Chandra-LETG alibrations are also knownto a similar auray). This signal is in exellent agreement with theoretialexpetations: 45 random lines of sight up to z=0.03 extrated from the latestCen & Ostriker (2006) simulations, show average WHIM opaity of the order of-1.5%, with a 68% standard deviation of up to -3.5%.



50 Solar System { PosterChandra's Close Enounter with theDisintegrating Comets73P/Shwassmann{Wahmann{3 Fragment Band C1999 S4 LinearSott Wolk, Harvard{Smithsonian Center for AstrophysisC.M. Lisse (Planetary Exploration Group, Spae Department, Johns HopkinsUniversity Applied Physis Laboratory), D. Bodewits (KVI atomi physis, Uni-versity of Groningen), D.J. Christian (Queens University), K. Dennerl (Max-Plank-Institut f�ur extraterrestrishe Physik)On May 23, 2006 we used the ACIS-S instrument on Chandra to study the X-ray emission from the B fragment of into oÆial nomenlature omet 73P/2006(Shwassmann-Wahmann 3) (SW3{B). In 2006, Comet P/SW-3 had split intoat least 43 traked elements and ountless additional piees, as had passed loserto the Earth in May 2006 than any omet yet deteted in X-rays. We obtaineda total of 20 ks of observation time of Fragment B, and also obtained ontem-poraneous ACE and SOHO solar wind physial data. The Chandra data allowus to spatially resolve the detailed struture of the interation zone between thesolar wind and the oma at a resolution of � 1,800 km, and to observed theX-ray emission due to multiple omet{like bodies. We �tted both harge ex-hange and free range spetral models to the whole omet and various regions.We detet a hange in the spetral signature with inreasing optial depth aspredited by Bodewits etal. (2007). Further, we are able to understand theobserved morphology in terms of non-gravitational fores, most notably solarradiation pressure ating on �1 miron sized partiles ejeted from the frag-ment as it disintegrated. We have used the results of the Chandra observationson the highly fragmented SW3B debris �eld to re-analyze and interpret themysterious emission seen from omet C/1999 S4 (Linear) on August 1st, 2000,after the omet had ompletely disrupted. We �nd the physial situations tobe similar in both ases, with extended X-ray emission due to multiple, smallout gassing bodies in the �eld of view. Nevertheless, the two omets interatedwith ompletely di�erent solar winds, resulting in distintly di�erent spetra.



Normal Stars and WD { Poster 51X-ray Fluoresent Fe K� Lines fromStarsJeremy Drake, SAOBarbara Erolano (SAO), Douglas Swartz (MSFC)X-ray spetra from stellar oronae are reproessed by the underlying photo-sphere through sattering and photoionization events. While reproessed X-rayspetra reahing a distant observer are at a ux level of only a few perent ofthat of the orona itself, harateristi lines formed by inner shell photoioniza-tion of some abundant elements an be signi�antly stronger. The emergentphotospheri spetra are sensitive to the distane and loation of the uores-ing radiation and an provide diagnostis of oronal geometry and abundane.Here we present Monte Carlo simulations of the photospheri K�1; �2 doubletarising from quasi-neutral Fe irradiated by a oronal X-ray soure. Fluoresentline strengths have been omputed as a funtion of the height of the radia-tion soure, the temperature of the ionising X-ray spetrum, and the viewingangle. We also illustrate how the uoresene eÆienies sale with the photo-spheri metalliity and the Fe abundane. Based on the results we make threeomments: (1) uoresent Fe lines seen from pre-main sequene stars mostlysuggest ared disk geometries and/or super-solar disk Fe abundanes; (2) theextreme � 1400 m�A line observed from a are on V 1486 Ori an be explainedentirely by X-ray uoresene if the are itself were partially elipsed by thelimb of the star; and (3) the uoresent Fe line deteted by Swift during a largeare on II Peg is onsistent with X-ray exitation and does not require a olli-sional ionisation ontribution. There is no onvining evidene supporting theenergetially hallenging explanation of eletron impat exitation for observedstellar Fe K� lines.



52 Normal Stars and WD { PosterThe Detetability of X-ray O and NeFluoresene Lines on the Sun and the Resolu-tion of the Solar Model ProblemJeremy Drake, SAOBarbara Erolano (SAO), Jay Bookbinder (SAO)The remarkable agreement between the observed solar osillation spetrumand that predited by solar models has been thrown into disord in reent yearsby evidene suggesting the photospheri C, N, O and Ne ontent has been over-estimated by � 35� 50of the Ne K� and O K� lines uoresed by oronal X-rays and emitted beneaththe solar hromosphere have been employed to investigate the use of these fea-tures as new abundane diagnostis. While quite weak, we �nd that both linesshould in priniple be detetable with a suitably sensitive instrument. TheNe K� line beomes irretrievably blended with lines of Fe XVIII at plasmatemperatures T > 2� 106 K, while that of O is blend-free up to temperaturesT � 3 � 106 K. We briey desribe the instrumental harateristis requiredto observe the lines and how they an be used to determine the photospheriNe and O ontent and disriminate between ompeting solar abundane reom-mendations.



Normal Stars and WD { Poster 53X-ray ares, oronae and disks in Orionyoung starsKonstantin Getman, Penn State UniversityE. Feigelson (PSU), P. Broos (PSU), G. Garmire (PSU)Pre-main sequene (PMS) stars are known to produe powerful X-ray areswhih resemble magneti reonnetion solar ares saled by fators upto 104.Several puzzles are present: the stability of implied magneti loops 10 timesthe stellar radius; possible magneti loops extending to the protoplanetary disk;and the origin of slow-rise ares. To investigate these issues in detail, we ex-amine > 200 of the brightest ares from > 160 COUP stars whih onstitutethe largest known homogeneous dataset of PMS ares ever aquired. We usean innovative method to trae the evolution of the are plasma from an adap-tively smoothed X-ray median energy of are ounts, and standard solar aremodels to derive sizes of aring oronal strutures. We lassify COUP aresinto several morphologial groups inluding \typial" rapid-rise-slow-deay and\slow-rise-and/or-top-at" (SRTF). Rise and deay times range from hours to> 1 day, peak luminosities span 1030:5 � 1032:9 erg/s range, and peak plasmatemperatures - � 20� > 100MK. For 80% of the ares, inferred oronal loopsizes span 0.5-6Rstar while the remainder have even larger loops. Two mainresults are obtained. First, we �nd evidene that the oronal extent of PMSstars with inner irumstellar disks does not exeed the Keplerian orotationradius. In ontrast, � 30% of stars without inner disks have oronas extendingupto two orotation radii. This supports the model of Jardine et al. (2006) fororonal stripping by irumstellar disks. However, there is no relationship foundbetween are morphology and an inner disk indiative that star-disk �eld linesprodue distintive are types. Seond, our analyses indiate that the rapidlyareting PMS stars lak long-lasting and morphologially omplex are eventssuh as SRTFs, events whih ould involve multiple ares from the entire oro-nal magnetosphere. We speulate that the progression of magneti reonnetionin multipolar magnetospheres eases when it reahes an aretion hotspot withmass loaded oronal loops.



54 Normal Stars and WD { PosterThe Stellar Population And Origin Of TheMysterious High-Latitude Star Forming Cloud CG12Konstantin Getman, Penn State UniversityE. Feigelson (PSU), W. Lawso n (UNSW-ADFA), P. Broos (PSU), G. Garmire(PSU)The mysterious high galati latitude ometary globule (CG) CG12 has beenobserved with the ACIS detetor on board the Chandra X-ray Observatory.We detet 128 X-ray soures, of whih a half are likely young stars formedwithin the globule's head. This new population of >= 50 T-Tauri stars andone new embedded protostar is far larger than the previously reported fewintermediate-mass and two protostellarmembers of the loud. Most of the newlydisovered stars have masses 0.2-0.7Msun, and 9-15% have K-band exesses frominner protoplanetary disks. X-ray properties provide an independent distaneestimate onsistent with CG12's unusual loation >= 200p above the Galatiplane. The star formation eÆieny in CG12 appears to be 15-35%, far abovethat seen in other triggered moleular globules. The median photometri agefound for the T-Tauri population is ~4Myr with a large spread of < 1� 20Myrand ongoing star formation in the moleular ores. The stellar age and spatialdistributions are inonsistent with a simple radiation driven implosion (RDI)model, and suggest either that CG12 is an atypially large shoked globule,or it has been subjet to several distint episodes of triggering and ablation.We report a previously unnotied group of B-type stars northwest of CG12whih may be the remnants of an OB assoiation whih produed multiplesupernova explosions that ould have shoked and ablated the loud over a 15-30Myr period. HD120958 (B3e), the most luminous member of the group, maybe urrently driving an RDI shok into the CG12 loud.



Normal Stars and WD { Poster 55Detetion of Short Timesale Variability inCapellaVinay Kashyap, SAO/CXCJennifer Posson-Brown (CXC)Capella is a bright ative binary (G1 III/G8 III) whose oronal luminosityhas been remarkably steady over many deades of EUV and X-ray observations,and thus has been a frequent target for alibration observations. Numerous stud-ies have attempted to detet intensity variability on it over various timesales,and have found long term variations of � 10 � 20%. Here, we analyze 205 ksof Capella data obtained for alibration purposes with the HRC-I on Chandra.Capella registers at approx 22 t/s in this on�guration, and due to the highdata quality, unambiguously we detet variability on Capella at the 2-7% level attimesales of 5-20 ks. This work was supported by NASA Contrat NAS8-39073to the Chandra X-Ray Center.



56 Normal Stars and WD { PosterCharaterization of X-ray emission from TTauri starsSonali J. Shukla, Vanderbilt UniversityDavid Weintraub (Vanderbilt University), Joel Kastner (Rohester Institute ofTehnology), David Huenemoerder (MIT), Norbert Shulz (MIT), Paola Testa(MIT)Although young stellar objets are known to be luminous and variable X-raysoures, the generation mehanism(s) of their X-rays are still unresolved. Wehave identi�ed a sample of stars in the Chandra arhives for whih ChandraACIS-S/HETGS long integration, high spetral resolution data exists. Oursample onsists of both lassial, weak-lined, and post-T Tauri stars as well asa young main sequene star. We are analyzing this data in a globally-onsistentway to determine physial harateristis of the X-ray emitting plasma inludingtemperature, density, and elemental abundanes for eah star. In addition, weare looking to on�rm the results of reent studies that have shown that TTauri stars have well-orrelated H-alpha equivalent widths and f/i line ratiosin He-like ions. Line density diagnostis have also shown that low-densities areassoiated with ool plasmas indiative of aretion shoks. Combining thesediagnosti tehniques for the variety of stars in our sample will enable us toidentify similarities and di�erenes among those stars that are thought to beatively areting material from their irumstellar regions and those that havelittle or no aretion signatures in other wavelength regimes. We report on the�rst phase of our analysis of this sample of stars.



Normal Stars and WD { Poster 57An arhive of Chandra observations ofregions of star formation (ANCHORS)Brad Spitzbart, SAOANCHORS is an arhive of Chandra observations of regions of star forma-tion. It is designed to aid both the X-ray astronomer with a desire to ompareX-ray datasets and the star formation astronomer wishing to ompare starsaross the spetrum. We have ompleted a Phase 2 reproessing of all datasets(80+ observations, 50+ distint �elds) to provide improved analysis and greateruniformity. The data onsist of X-ray soure prop erties inluding position, netount rates, ux, hardness ratios, lighturve statistis and plots. Spetra are �tusing several models, with �nal parameters and plots reorded in the arhive.Multi-wavelength images and data are ross-linked to other resoures suh as2MASS and SIMBAD. We will demonstrate the system, examine sienti� pilotstudies using the arhive, and soliit users' feedbak. This projet is supportedby Chandra arhival grant AR5-6002A and NASA ontrat NAS8-39073.



58 Normal Stars and WD { PosterThe HETGS Orion Legay ProjetPaola Testa, MIT Kavli Institute for Astrophysis and Spae ResearhNorbert S. Shulz (MIT), David P. Huenemoerder (MIT), Claude R. Canizares(MIT), Joel Kastner (RIT)The Orion Trapezium Cluster (OTC) at the heart of the Orion Nebula isone of the youngest and losest star forming regions to our Sun. Early Chandraobservations resolved a large number of bright X-ray soures in the OTC fromvery young (� 3�105 yr) stars of masses ranging from substellar to several tensof solar masses. Over the last eight Chandra observing yles we sanned theOTC with the HETGS to obtain a homogenuous sample of high resolution X-rayspetra from very young stars whih are assumed to be oeval in terms of theirstar formation history, possess similar hemial omposition,and span a largemass range. So far we have aumulated over 85% of the antiipated 590 ks ofexposure. The set inludes good quality spetra of several massive ZAMS stars,and we have identi�ed three proesses of X-ray prodution: standard line drivenwind shoks, magneti on�nement of winds, and most reently binary induedmagneti reonnetion. The most ompelling ases for magneti ativity havebeen made for �1 Ori C, �1 Ori A and �2-2 Ori A. We also present resultsfrom one HAeBe binary (�1 Ori E) and several PMS stars of K/M spetral type(e.g., MT Ori). The results inlude X-ray emissivities, temperatures, missionradii, plasma densities as well as short- and longterm variability of these soures.We ompare the new results with properties previously found in some of thesesoures as well as other hot and ool stars.



Normal Stars and WD { Poster 59Chandra's X-ray View of Massive Star-formingRegionsLeisa Townsley, Penn State UniversityChandra is providing remarkable new views of massive star-forming regions,revealing the e�ets of massive stars on their surroundings. We will explorethe latest data on several suh regions, highlighting physial proesses thatharaterize the life of a massive stellar luster, from deeply-embedded orestoo young to have established an HII region to superbubbles so large that theyshape our views of galaxies. X-ray observations reveal hundreds of pre-mainsequene stars aompanying the massive stars that power these great HII regionomplexes; this X-ray seleted sample of young stars an be used to study diskfrequeny and evolution in the proximity of massive stars. The most massivestars themselves are often anomalously hard X-ray emitters; this may be a newindiator of lose binarity. These omplexes are sometimes su�used by di�use X-ray strutures, signatures of multi-million-degree plasmas reated by fast O-starwinds. In older regions we see the X-ray remains of the deaths of massive starsthat stayed lose to their birthplaes, exploding as avity supernovae within thesuperbubbles that these lusters reated.



60 Normal Stars and WD { PosterAn X-ray Imaging Study of the StellarPopulation in RCW49Masahiro Tsujimoto, Pennsylvania State UniversityFeigelson, E. D., Townsley, L. K., Broos, P. B., Getman, K. V., Wang, J.Garmire, G. P. (Penn State), Baba, D. (Nagoya), Nagayama, T. (Kyoto),Tamura, M. (NAOJ), Churhwell, E. B. (Wisonsin)We present the results of a high-resolution X-ray imaging study of the stellarpopulation in the Galati massive star-forming region RCW49 and its entralOB assoiationWesterlund 2. We obtained a 40 ks X-ray image of a 17'x17' �eldusing the Chandra X-ray Observatory and deep NIR images using the InfraredSurvey Faility in a onentri 8'3x8'3 region. We deteted 468 X-ray souresand identi�ed optial, NIR, and Spitzer Spae Telesope MIR ounterparts for379 of them. The unpreedented spatial resolution and sensitivity of the X-rayimage, enhaned by optial and infrared imaging data, yielded the followingresults: (1) The entral OB assoiation Westerlund 2 is resolved for the �rsttime in the X-ray band. X-ray emission is deteted from all spetrosopially-identi�ed early-type stars in this region. (2) Most (86%) X-ray soures withoptial or infrared identi�ations are luster members in omparison with aontrol �eld in the Galati Plane. (3) A loose onstraint (2{5 kp) for thedistane to RCW49 is derived from the mean X-ray luminosity of T Tauri stars.(4) The luster X-ray population onsists of low-mass pre{main-sequene andearly-type stars as obtained from X-ray and NIR photometry. About 30 new OBstar andidates are identi�ed. (5) We estimate a luster radius of 6'{7' basedon the X-ray surfae number density pro�les. (6) A large fration (90lustermembers are identi�ed individually using omplimentary X-ray and MIR exessemission. (7) The brightest �ve X-ray soures, two Wolf-Rayet stars and threeO stars, have hard thermal spetra.



Normal Stars and WD { Poster 61X-Atlas: An Online Arhive of Chandra'sStellar HETG ObservationsOwen Westbrook, MITNany Remage Evans, Sott J. Wolk, Vinay L. Kashyap, Joy S. Nihols (SAO),Peter J. Mendygral (University of Minnesota), Jonathan D. Slavin, and WayneL. WaldronWe have ompiled a database of all stellar observations made with Chandra'sHigh Energy Transmission Grating (HETG) to failitate the rapid omparison,haraterization, and analysis of high-resolution stellar X-ray spetra. Thisdatabase, known as X-Atlas, is aessible through a web interfae with exten-sive searhing and interative plotting apabilities. For eah target, X-Atlasalso features preditions of the low-resolution ACIS spetra onvolved from theHETG data for omparison with stellar soures in arhival ACIS images. X-Atlas o�ers more than 130 observations of over 65 stars and will be updatedas additional observations beome publi. The atlas is urrently expanding tonon-stellar point soures and eventually will inlude Low Energy TransmissionGrating data as well.



62 SN, SNR, and Isolated NS { PosterSpetral and Temporal Monitoring of the INSRX J1308.6+2127 with XMM-NewtonCarol Airhart, Dynetis, In.P.M. Woods (Dynetis, In., NSSTC), V. Zavlin (NSSTC, Marshall SpaeFlight Center), M.H. Finger (NSSTC), D.L. Kaplan (MIT), C. Kouveliotou(NSSTC, Marshall Spae Flight Center), G.G. Pavlov (Penn State University)The isolated neutron star (INS) RX J1308.6+2127 has been observed withChandra and XMM-Newton several times between 2001 and 2007. The sixmost reent XMM-Newton observations are part of a monitoring ampaign weinitiated to study the long-term temporal and spetral properties of INSs. Theprimary goal of this investigation is to better quantify the similarities and dif-ferenes between INSs and magnetar andidates (i.e. Anomalous X-ray Pulsarsand Soft Gamma Repeaters) in terms of their spetral and temporal variabil-ity. Here, we present our analysis of the urrent data set and show that (i) theenergy spetrum is well modeled by a blakbody with two absorption lines, (ii)the spetral parameters do not show signi�ant time variability over the last �veyears, (iii) the pulse pro�le is strongly energy dependent, but stationary, and(iv) the pulse frequeny evolution is onsistent with monotoni spin-down. Ourspetral and temporal results are in agreement with earlier analyses by Shwopeet al. (2007) and Kaplan & van Kerkwijk (2005), respetively. The inlusion ofthe new monitoring data provides more preise onstraints on both spetral andtemporal parameters of this INS. For isolated neutron stars whose X-ray emis-sion is not powered by spin-down (INSs, AXPs and SGRs), RX J1308.6+2127is among the most stable members.



SN, SNR, and Isolated NS { Poster 63Nonthermal Bremsstrahlung vs. SynhrotronRadiation: Cas AGlenn Allen, MITStage, M. D. (U. of Mass, Amherst), Houk, J. C. (MIT)We performed a joint spetral analysis of some Chandra and RXTE datafor the supernova remnant Cas A. A 1.1 Ms ACIS data set is used to identifyregions dominated by synhrotron radiation. The best-�t spetral models foreah of these regions are ombined to obtain a omposite synhrotron modelfor the entire remnant. The di�erene between this model and the observedRXTE ux is �tted with a nonthermal bremsstrahlung model. The results ofthis analysis an be used to determine (1) the ratio of the synhrotron radiationto nonthermal bremsstrahlung in the RXTE energy band, (2) the shape of theeletron spetrum at energies just above the thermal Maxwellian distribution,(3) the fration of the eletrons that are nonthermal and (4) the balane ofenergy between thermal and nonthermal eletrons.



64 SN, SNR, and Isolated NS { PosterA searh for X-ray ounterparts of themilliseond pulsars in the globular luster M28Werner Beker, MPE-GarhingC.Y. Hui, H.H. Huang, Steve Begin (University of British Columbia)A reent radio survey of globular lusters has inreased the number of mil-liseond pulsars drastially. M28 is now the globular luster with the thirdlargest population of known pulsars, after Terzan 5 and 47Tu. This promptedus to revisit the arhival Chandra data on M28 to evaluate whether the newlydisoveredmilliseond pulsars �nd a ounterpart among the various X-ray souresdeteted in M28 previously. The radio position of J1824-2452H is found to bein agreement with the position of CXC 182431-245217 while some faint un-resolved X-ray emission near to the enter of M28 is found to be oinidentwith the milliseond pulsars PSR J1824-2452G, J1824-2452J, J1824-2452I andJ1824-2452E.



SN, SNR, and Isolated NS { Poster 65Doppler Veloities of Knots and Filaments inthe SNR N132DTraey DeLaney, MIT Kavli InstituteDan Dewey (MIT), Claude Canizares (MIT)The oxygen-rih supernova remnant N132D in the Large Magellani Cloudwas observed with the High Energy Transmission Grating Spetrometer onboard the Chandra X-ray Observatory. Individual emission lines of oxygen,neon, magnesium, and silion are observed and Doppler shifts have been mea-sured. We �nd Doppler veloities of knots and �laments of only a few hundredkm/s supporting previous abundane studies that onluded that the X-rayemission is mostly swept-up ISM and not ejeta.



66 SN, SNR, and Isolated NS { PosterX-ray Spetrosopi Diagnosis of aWind-Collimated BlastWave andMetal-Rih Ejetafrom the 2006 Explosion of RS OphiuhiJeremy Drake, SAOJ. Martin Laming (NRL), Jan-Uwe Ness (Arizona State), Sumner Starr�eld(Arizona State), Salvatore Orlando (Palermo) and the RS Oph TeamChandra HETG observations of RS Ophiuhi at day 13.9 of the 2006 out-burst reveal a rih spetrum of emission lines from abundant ions formed overa wide temperature range (� 3 � 60 � 106 K) indiative of shok-heating ofthe irumstellar medium by the expanding blast wave. Lines are asymmetriand strongly broadened (v � 2400 km s�1 at zero intensity). Using simpleanalytial model pro�les, we show how the lines are shaped by di�erential ab-sorption in the red giant wind and explosion ejeta, and that shok heating tomulti-million degree temperatures appears to have ourred preferentially in thediretion perpendiular to the line-of-sight. We onlude that the asymmetrinature of the o�set 1=r2 density pro�le and likely equatorial irumstellar den-sity enhanement in whih the explosion ourred is responsible for both theshok ollimation and broad range in plasma temperature observed. The ejetamass dedued from X-ray absorption is muh more easily reoniled with theexpeted mass aretion rate for material enhaned in metals by about an orderof magnitude.



SN, SNR, and Isolated NS { Poster 67Spetral Feature at 3.7 keV in the SlowlyRotating Central Compat Objet in RCW 103Gordon Garmire, Penn State UniversityAudrey Garmire (Penn State)A series of nineteen monitoring observations of the CCO in RCW 103 werearried out from 2000 to 2005. During these observations a large are was ob-served to have ourred sometime before 2000 February 8. The following sixyears of observation revealed a very slow, but steady deline in the soure inten-sity. About half way through the deline a signi�ant absorption line appearedin the spetrum of the soure at an energy of about 3.7 keV. It was observedduring four of the nineteen observations. The line appears to be rather narrow,but it ould be a proton ylotron line. Another possibility is that it is from anexited state of ionized Calium in the surrounding nebula. If it is a ylotronline, it would imply a magneti �eld of greater than 1014 Gauss.



68 SN, SNR, and Isolated NS { PosterObservations of pulsar wind nebulaeC.Y. Hui, MPE, GermanyWerner Beker (MPE, Germany), Hsiu-Hui Huang (MPE, Germany)In searhing for di�use X-ray emission around a variety of pulsars, we havedisovered trail-like nebulae assoiated with PSRs J2124-3358 and J1509-5850.Examining the di�use emission, we found that the observed X-rays are non-thermal in nature. Modeling the nebular emission with the one-zone model, wefound that the observed X-rays are inline with the emission originating fromaelerated partiles in the post shok ow. In searhing for radio ounterparts,we have disovered a radio nebula assoiated with PSR J1509-5850 whih isapparantly longer than its X-ray ounterpart. This is onsistent with the se-nario of syhrotron ooling. The X-ray nebula of PSR J2124-3358 is the �rsttime that extended emission from a solitary milliseond pulsar is deteted. Inontrast to a typial pulsar wind nebula, the X-ray nebula of PSR J2124-3358appears to be highly asymmetri and signi�antly deviated from the diretionof the pulsar's veloity.



SN, SNR, and Isolated NS { Poster 69X-ray observations of the pulsar B1929+10and its environmentZdenka Misanovi, Pennstate UniversityGeorge Pavlov (Pennstate), Gordon Garmire (Pennstate)We report on two Chandra observations of B1929+10, whih reveal a PWNwith a torus bent in the diretion opposite to the pulsar's proper motion andpossibly a small jet in the immediate viinity of this 3-Myr-old pulsar. Thereis also a long tail behind the pulsar, extending up to 2' in Chandra imagesand �15' in the XMM-Newton data, with a luminosity of 10e30 ergs/s in the0.3-8 keV band. However, the PWN morphology does not seem to be entirelyonsistent with the existing MHD simulations for bow-shok PWNe, suggestingthat the intrinsi anisotropy of the pulsar wind must be taken into aountwhen modelling suh objets. Contrary to previous results, our spetral analysissuggests that, in addition to the magnetospheri emission, there is a strongthermal omponent (� 40�50% of the total emission in the 0.3-10 keV band) inthe pulsar's spetrum. The ombined Chandra and XMM-Newton data suggestthat the thermal emission emerges from a polar ap region with an apparentradius of �30-40 m and a temperature of about 0.3 keV.



70 SN, SNR, and Isolated NS { PosterX-ray observations of PSR J1740+1000Zdenka Misanovi, Pennstate UniversityGeorge Pavlov (Pennstate), Oleg Kargaltsev (Pennstate)Extremely long parse-sale tails assoiated with pulsars have been detetedin reent X-ray and radio observations. We present XMM-Newton and Chandraobservations of the middle-aged pulsar J1740+1000, with a tail extending up to3 p. The tail has a relatively hard spetrum with a photon index of �1.4-1.5and a luminosity of 1-2e30 ergs/s in the 0.3-10 keV band. The pulsar spetrum isbest �t by a ombination of two blak-body models with temperatures of �0.16and �0.08 keV, and a power-law omponent with a photon index of �1.4. TheX-ray data shows 154-ms sinusoidal-shaped pulsations with the pulsed frationof �20-30%. We also disuss the results of the phase-resolved spetrosopy forthis pulsar.



SN, SNR, and Isolated NS { Poster 71The X-ray Spetrum of the Galati SupernovaRemnant RCW 103Daniel Patnaude, SAOI present a spetral analysis of arhival observations of the Galati super-nova remnant RCW 103. The X-ray spetrum is dominated by thermal X-rayemission and shows little evidene for a nonthermal synhrotron omponent.Furthermore, the thermal X-ray emission is dominated by shoked ISM anddoes not appear to have appreiable emission from the ejeta omponent.



72 SN, SNR, and Isolated NS { PosterSynhrotron-Dominated X-ray Emission fromthe Galati SNR G1.9+0.3Stephen Reynolds, North Carolina State UniversityK.J. Borkowski (NC State U), U. Hwang (NASA/GSFC), I. Harrus (NASA/GSFC),R. Petre (NASA/GSFC)The shell supernova remnant G1.9+0.3 has the smallest angular diameterof any Galati SNR, at about 1.2 armin at radio wavelengths (Green 2004).Our 50 ks Chandra observation of G1.9+0.3 shows a omplete shell struturewith strong bilateral symmetry. The mean diameter is about 100", thoughfainter extensions on opposite sides extend about 10" further on eah side. Theazimuthal brightness variations around the shell are quite di�erent from thesingle bright maximum in radio. The spetrum is featureless and well-desribedby the exponentially ut o� synhrotron model srut, with a very high absorbingolumn of (6.0 +/- 0.3) �1022m�2. With the radio ux at 1 GHz �xed at 0.9Jy, we �nd a spetral index of 0.65 +/- 0.02 and a rollo� frequeny of 1.1(0.5, 2.5) �1018 Hz, one of the highest values known. (All errors are 90Thehigh olumn implies that G1.9+0.3 is at least as far as the Galati enter, andperhaps far aross the Galaxy. At 8.5 kp, the diameter is 4.4 p, omparable toKepler's SNR; even at 20 kp, it would be only half the size of SN 1006. Simpleage estimates give values between 200 and 1000 yr. The high rollo� frequenyrequires shok veloities of several thousand km/s. G1.9+0.3 thus beomesthe fourth lear member of the lass of Galati synhrotron-dominated shellsupernova remnants.



SN, SNR, and Isolated NS { Poster 73X-ray emission from the young pulsarJ1357-6429 and similar objetsVyaheslav Zavlin, NASA/MSFC/USRAThe �rst Chandra and XMM-Newton observations of the young and ener-geti pulsar J1357-6429 provided strong indiations of a tail-like pulsar-windnebula assoiated with this objet, as well as pulsations of its X-ray ux with apulsed fration above 50dominating at lower photon energies (below 2 keV). Theelongated nebula is very ompat in size and may be interpreted as evidene fora pulsar jet. The thermal radiation is most plausibly emitted from the entireneutron star surfae of an e�etive temperature about 1 MK overed with amagnetized hydrogen atmosphere. At higher energies the pulsar's emission is ofa nonthermal (magnetospheri) origin, with a power-law spetrum of a photonindex of 1.1-1.3. This makes the X-ray properties of PSR J1357-6429 very sim-ilar to those of the youngest pulsars J1119-6127, Vela and several others with adeteted thermal radiation.



74 Normal Galaxies, Clusters of Galaxies { PosterThe Entropy-Feedbak Connetion andQuantifying Cluster VirializationKenneth Cavagnolo, Mihigan State UniversityMegan Donahue (Mih. St. Univ.), Mark Voit (Mih. St. Univ.), Ming Sun(Mih. St. Univ.)Understanding the entropy of intraluster gas is the key to understanding1) the feedbak mehanisms ative within lusters and 2) the role of the lusterenvironment on galaxy formation. Our presented work fouses on examiningfeedbak mehanisms together with the breaking of self-similar relations ex-peted in luster and galaxy formation models with star formation and AGN.In this poster, we present and desribe radial pro�les of the entropy distribu-tion in luster gas. We also examine a metri proposed to quantify the degree ofluster virialization whih may in turn redue satter in saling relations, thusinreasing lusters utility in osmologial studies. We have assembled a libraryof entropy pro�les for a sample of 100 lusters in the Chandra Data Arhive(CDA) overing broad mass and morphologial ranges, together with the radioand optial properties of the entral galaxy. We will disuss the interonnetionof entral entropy with radio luminosity and H� emission. We will desribe thedistribution of entral entropy levels in our sample and briey disuss what anbe learned about the range of entral heating mehanisms and the timesale offeedbak mehanisms from this distribution. We will also present reently om-pleted work for whih we explore the band-dependene of the inferred X-raytemperature of the ICM for 179 lusters seleted from the Chandra arhive. Weompare the X-ray temperatures inferred for single-temperature �ts of globalspetra (with the entral R=70 kp exluded and an outer radius of R2500)when the energy range of the �t is 0.7-7.0 keV (full) and when the energy rangeis 2.0/(1+z)-7.0 keV (hard). We �nd, on average, the hard-band temperatureis signi�antly higher than the full-band temperature. Upon further explo-ration, we �nd the ratio THFR = T2:0�7:0/T0:7�7:0 is enhaned preferentiallyfor lusters whih are known merger systems and for lusters whih do not havedetetable ool ores. Annular regions surrounding ool ore lusters tend tohave best-�t hard-band temperatures that are statistially onsistent with theirbest-�t full-band temperatures.



Normal Galaxies, Clusters of Galaxies { Poster 75X-ray Properties of Clusters with Wide-AngleTail Radio Soures: Abell 562 and Abell 1446Edmund Douglass, Boston UniversityE.L. Blanton (Boston University), T. E. Clarke (NRL, Interferometris, In.),Craig L. Sarazin (University of Virginia)Named for their harateristi C-shape, wide angle tail (WAT) radio souresare assumed to be formed by the interation between the radio jets and theintraluster medium in whih they are embedded. We present Chandra obser-vations of two lusters that host WAT radio soures, Abell 562 and Abell 1446.While both lusters display isothermal radial temperature pro�les and a typi-ally smooth deline in pressure and density with radius, both exhibit evidenefor some degree of merger ativity and WAT/ICM interation. We �nd thatthe lusters have an exess of emission o�set from the luster ore and WAThosting galaxy. There is signi�ant two-dimensional temperature substruturewithin the entral regions of the lusters as is onsistent with infalling lumpsor galaxy groups, while the surfae brightness distribution of the inner regionsof the lusters reets that of unrelaxed systems. It is possible that this mergerativity may be leading to the shaping of the bent radio soures within eahluster. In addition there is evidene that the lobes of both WAT soures havearved out avities within the intraluster gas.



76 Normal Galaxies, Clusters of Galaxies { PosterConstraining the Age of Fossil Groups withChandraRenato Dupke, University of MihiganClaudia Mendes de Oliveira (University of Sao Paulo, Brazil)Indiations that fossil groups are formed at early epohs ome not just fromthe expeted high time sale for dynamial frition to merge the ore galaxies,but also from reent X-ray observations, inluding high onentration parame-ters and featureless X-ray morphologies. However, the lak of ooling ores infossil groups with short ooling times and the sensitiveness of the dynamialfrition time sale on the satellite galaxies impat parameter are also onsistentwith a more reent formation time. Here, we disuss new onstraints on theformation time of fossil groups based on the residual hemial pro�les of theintra-group gas as measured by X-ray elemental abundane ratios.



Normal Galaxies, Clusters of Galaxies { Poster 77Dynamial Evolution Diagnostis of CompatGalaxy Groups & Isolated SystemsChris Fuse, TCUPamela Marum (NASA HQ,TCU), Mihael Fanelli (TCU)Compat groups ontain galaxies within dense galati environments, typi-ally with separations less than a few diameters. Due to their short dynamialtimesales, these systems are exellent probes of merging and interation phe-nomena. Compat groups are the likely preursors to fossil groups and highlyisolated elliptial galaxies. The morphology of hot gas is uniquely suited for dis-tinguishing isolated elliptials with a merged group origin from systems whihevolved along alternative paths. As part of a larger study to understand theorigin and evolution of isolated early-type galaxies identi�ed in the Sloan DigitalSky Survey, we have analyzed the di�use x-ray emission of 11 Hikson CompatGroups (HCG) and several isolated early-type systems, using arhival data fromNASAs Chandra X-ray Observatory. We use the morphology and physial ex-tent of the soft (0.3-2.5 keV) emission, x-ray luminosity, and gas temperatureas diagnostis of the dynamial state of these systems. Correlations of x-raymeasurements with other group properties provide a tool for assessing dynam-ial evolution, whih an be used to infer the properties of the preursors ofisolated elliptials. A hot intergroup medium is not deteted in 5 groups. Mostof the members of these spiral-dominated groups exhibit axisymmetri x-rayemission, suggesting that this gas has experiened few external perturbations.The remaining 6 ontain an intergroup medium, whih extends beyond the op-tial extent of individual galaxies and shows signi�ant struture. The x-rayluminosity of these groups ranges from 6.8 �1039 to 8 �1041 ergs/se, withgas temperatures ranging from 0.62 keV � kT � 1.1 keV. The HCGs are ob-served to have sub-solar abundane values. This projet is supported by NASAsAstrophysial Data Program, grant #NNG05C53G, and a Texas Spae GrantConsortium fellowship.



78 Normal Galaxies, Clusters of Galaxies { PosterIntermediate-Redshift Groups in the XBootesSurveyEri Miller, MITMark Bautz, Catherine Grant (MIT), William Forman, Christine Jones, StephenMurray, Alexey Vikhlinin (SAO)Galaxy groups are key traers of galaxy evolution, luster evolution, andstruture formation, yet they are diÆult to study at even moderate redshift.We have undertaken a projet to observe a ux-limited sample of intermediate-redshift (0:15 < z < 0:35) group andidates identi�ed by the XBootes Chandrasurvey. By exploiting the unique multiwavelength overage of the XBootes/NOAODeep Wide Field Survey (NDWFS) �eld, we aim to (1) understand the on-netion between the X-ray and optial properties of groups, and (2) onstrainnon-gravitational proesses that a�et the energetis of the intragroup medium.Here we present deep Chandra/ACIS and Suzaku/XIS follow-up observationsof the �rst four targets in this projet. All four are on�rmed soures of di�use,thermal emission with derived temperatures between 1 and 5 keV and bolo-metri X-ray luminosities between 1043 and 1044 erg/s. We disuss these earlyresults in the ontext of group and luster evolution.



Normal Galaxies, Clusters of Galaxies { Poster 79An improved pressure pro�le for �ttingSunyaev-Zel'dovih data from Galaxy ClustersTony Mrozkowski, Columbia UniversityDaisuke Nagai (Calteh), Amber Miller (Columbia), Max Bonamente (MSFC),John E. Carlstrom (U. Chiago), Christopher Greer (U. Chiago), David Hawkins(Calteh-OVRO), Ryan Hennessy (U.Chiago), Marshall Joy (MSFC), JamesW. Lamb (Calteh-OVRO), Erik M. Leith (Calteh/JPL), Mihael Loh (U.Chiago),Ben Maughan (Bristol, SAO, Chandra Fellow), Stephen Muhovej (ColumbiaUniversity), Clem Pryke (U.Chiago), Ben Reddall (Calteh-OVRO), MatthewSharp (U.Chiago), and David Woody (Calteh-OVRO)We demonstrate the utility of a new model, reently shown to be a robust,self-similar pressure pro�le, for �tting the urrent and future generations ofSunyaev-Zel'dovih e�et (SZE) observations of galaxy lusters. It has beenshown that traditional isothermal �-model annot desribe the luster gas out tothe virial, even when the luster ore is exluded. The gas density pro�le beginsto steepen and isothermality is a poor assumption at large radii. When jointly�tting Chandra X-ray and SZ luster data, the higher signal-to-noise X-ray datadrive model shape parameters. For SZE observations of luster pressure pro�les,whih are steeper than luster density pro�les due to the derease in temperaturewith radius, departures from the isothermal �-model are ompounded. Theisothermal �-pro�le systematially overpredits the integrated SZ derement,Yint, whih sales as SZ ux and is sensitive to the integrated gas pressure, by� 30� 100% at r500 (the radius at whih the mean luster density is 500 timesgreater than the ritial density of the universe at that redshift). Modern SZEimaging instruments, suh as the Sunyaev-Zel'dovih Array (SZA), are sensitiveto arminutes sales (� 1 � 60), meaning they are apable of probing out tor500 for most lusters above redshift z >� 0:2. The need for a model that andesribe a luster's pressure pro�le at all observable radii has beome ruial tothe study of the SZE from lusters. Therefore, a new pressure pro�le, whih isnot onstrained by the X-ray derived density model shape parameters, has beentested. We �nd this model provides an unbiased estimate of Yint, and, whenombined with X-ray image data through the ideal gas law, yields a reasonably-aurate eletron temperature pro�le without relying on X-ray spetrosopiinformation. In addition to yielding more aurate relationships between lusterobservables and physial luster properties, this model ould prove to be a usefultool in helping to onstrain the temperatures of high redshift lusters.



80 Normal Galaxies, Clusters of Galaxies { PosterChandra ACIS Survey of M33 (ChASeM33):The First Look Soure CatalogPaul Pluinsky, SAOBenjamin Williams (UW), Knox S. Long (STSI), Terrane J. Gaetz (SAO),Manami Sasaki (SAO), Wolfgang Pietsh (MPE), Ralph Tuellmann (SAO),Randall K. Smith (JHU/GSFC), and the ChASeM33 teamWe present a soure atalog from the Chandra ACIS Survey of M33 (ChASeM33):A Deep Survey of the Nearest Fae-on Spiral Galaxy. The 1.4 Ms survey oversthe galaxy out to R 18 armin ( 4 kp). These data provide the most intensive,high spatial resolution assessment of the X-ray soure populations available forthe onfused inner regions of M33. Mosai images of the ChASeM33 observa-tions show several hundred individual X-ray soures as well as soft di�use emis-sion from the hot interstellar medium. Bright, extended emission surroundsthe nuleus and is also seen from the giant HII regions NGC604 and IC131.Fainter extended emission and numerous individual soures appear to trae theinner spiral struture. The initial soure atalog, arising from 2/3 of the ex-peted survey data, inludes 394 soures signi�ant at the 3 sigma on�denelevel or greater, down to a limiting luminosity (absorbed) of 1.6e35 ergs (0.35{ 8.0 keV). The hardness ratios of the soures separate those with soft, thermalspetra suh as supernova remnants from those with hard, non-thermal spetrasuh as X-ray binaries and bakground ative galati nulei. Emission extendedbeyond the Chandra point spread funtion is evident in 23 of the 394 soures.Cross-orrelation of the ChASeM33 soures against previous atalogs of X-raysoures in M33 results in mathes for the vast majority of the brighter souresand shows 28 ChASeM33 soures within 10 arse of supernova remnants iden-ti�ed by prior optial and radio searhes. Support for this work was provided byNASA through Chandra Award Number G06-7073A and ontrat NAS8-03060



Normal Galaxies, Clusters of Galaxies { Poster 81New results from deep Chandra observation ofAbell 3667Alexey Vikhlinin, SAOI will disuss how a deep Chandra observation of the old front in the galaxyluster A3667 provides onstraints on the physis of the intraluster medium.



82 Normal Galaxies, Clusters of Galaxies { PosterChandra Observations of NGC 4569: X-Raysfrom a Large Interating Spiral Galaxy in theVirgo ClusterShanil Virani, Yale UniversityJe� Kenney (Yale), Christine Jones (CfA), and Bill Forman (CfA)We present results from a 30 ks Chandra/ACIS-S observation of NGC 4569,a large spiral galaxy in the Virgo luster ore urrently undergoing ram-pressurestripping. We detet X-ray emission on three sales: emission from a entralompat ore likely from a low luminosity AGN, soft di�use emission just outsideof the ore whih has a \horseshoe"-like morphology, and emission on 4' salesthat is assoiated with the star-forming disk. The soft di�use X-ray gas justoutside of the ore losely traes H-alpha �laments and is likely assoiated witha nulear outow from either an AGN or a starburst. Spetral �ts performed ondata extrated from the entral 2" are best-�t using a power law model with aphoton slope of 1.8 +/- 0.2, onsistent with the typial indies found for AGNsdeteted with Chandra and XMM-Newton. Spetral �ts performed on dataextrated from the entral 35" and exluding the entral 2", are best-�t usinga ollionsionally ionized plasma model (MEKAL) with a temperature of 0.63+/- 0.04 keV. The detetion of an AGN in NGC 4569 resolves a long-standingontroversy in the literature on whether the X-ray emission from the ore isfrom an AGN or from a ompat starburst.



Normal Galaxies, Clusters of Galaxies { Poster 83How Were Cold Fronts Formed inAbell 496?Raymond White, University of AlabamaRenato Dupke (University of Mihigan), Joel Bregman (University of Mihi-gan)Cold fronts, disontinuities in X-ray surfae brightness aompanied by on-tinuous gas pressure distributions, are often found in relaxed galaxy lusters.Explaining old fronts as remnant ores of head-on subluster mergers does notgenerally work for suh lusters, whih has led to ompeting models invokinggas sloshing. We use a deep Chandra exposure of Abell 496 to test predi-tions of these sloshing models by analyzing the spatial distributions of density,temperature, metal abundanes and abundane ratios. We on�rm that thetemperature and hemial disontinuities in this luster are not onsistent withbeing diretly identi�ed with a ore merger remnant. Nonetheless, we �nd thatthese strutures ould have been aused by sloshing indued by an o�-enterollision with a dark matter halo. We �nd a relatively ool \arm" of gas, withdi�erent abundane ratios than its surroundings, strething from the entral re-gions. The spiral shape of this arm emanating from the enter is reminisent ofstrutures indued by o�-enter enounters with less massive dark matter halos,as found in reent numerial simulations of Asasibar and Markevith (2006).



84 Normal Galaxies, Clusters of Galaxies { PosterX-ray Study of Star Formation in NGC 2403Mihoko Yukita, UAHD. Swartz (NASA/MSFC), R. Soria (MSSL)We present a multi-wavelength analysis of the entral 6 kp region of NGC2403, where most of the star formation is loated in the nearby, fae-on, spiralgalaxy. From a distane of only 3.2 Mp, we are able to resolve an individual HIIregion from most observatories. This allows us to investigate the orrelationsbetween soft X-ray di�use emission and other star-formation traers, suh as H-alpha, GALEX UV, and Spitzer Mid-IR, fousing not only on the galati salebut also on individual HII regions. The soft X-ray emission in the entral regionshows internal ontributions from young HII regions (< 30 Myrs) and also fromextra-di�use oronal gas, whih may be aounted for by older, star-formingativities.



AGN, Quasars, BH { Poster 85Mid-infrared properties and olor-seletionfor X-ray deteted AGNCarolin Cardamone, Yale UniversityMaaike Damen (Leiden), Marijn Franx (Leiden), Eri Gawiser (Rutgers), IvoLabbe (Carnegie), Ezequiel Treister (ESO) , C. Megan Urry (Yale) , P. vanDokkum (Yale), and Shanil N. Virani (Yale)We present the mid-infrared olors of X-ray-deteted AGN and explore mid-infrared seletion riteria. Using a statistial mathing tehnique, the likelihoodratio, 921 IRAC ounterparts were identi�ed with the 1017 published X-raysoures in the Chandra Deep Field South and Extended Chandra Deep FieldSouth. Although most X-ray seleted soures have mid-infrared spetral shapesonsistent with power-law slopes, f� / ��, they display a wide range of olorsin the four observed infrared wavelengths (3:6; 4:5; 5:8; 8�m). While on averagethese soures �t to redder (more negative �) power-laws than non-X-ray detetedgalaxies, more than 50% have at or blue (positive �) power-law spetral shapes.Beause they show these blue galaxy-like olors, we �nd many infrared olor-seletion tehniques fail to identify the majority of AGN found through their X-ray emission. However, infrared olor-seletion is suessful in �nding the subsetof AGN displaying broad lines at optial wavelengths. Seletion tehniques areimproved by the addition of 24 miron data beause nearly all X-ray seletedAGN are red (� � �1) between 3:6 and 24�m. Roughly a third of the galaxiesdeteted at 24 �m show monotonially red (negative �) power-laws through24 �m. This ould be the subset of our sample whose infrared spetra aredominated by emission from the entral AGN region. The majority of the X-ray-seleted AGN population displays olors onsistent with those of the generalgalaxy population at observed wavelengths between 3:6 and 8:0�m making olorseletion hallenging without longer wavelength overage.



86 AGN, Quasars, BH { PosterMultiwavelength onstraints on the largesale jets of quasars.Markos Georganopoulos, University of Maryland, Baltimore County and NASA/GSFCDemosthenes Kazanas (NASA/GSFC), Eri Perlman (Florida Institute of Teh-nology)We present global and model-spei� onstraints that the radio to X-raymultiwavelength spetra and morphologies pose on our understanding of quasarlarge sale jets.



AGN, Quasars, BH { Poster 87A deade of RXTE Seyfert ObservationsBarbara Mattson, UMD/Goddard Spae Flight Center/ADNETKimberly Weaver (NASA/GSFC), Christopher Reynolds (UMD)We report results of a systemati X-ray spetral variability study of brightSeyfert galaxies observed by the Rossi X-Ray Timing Explorer (RXTE). TheRXTE publi arhive ontains data for 40 Seyfert galaxies spanning timesalesfrom weeks to years. We have developed a data pipeline to automate the dataredution. The pipeline produes a series of time-resolved spetra for eahsoure. The sample onsists of �450 time-resolved spetra from 20 Seyfert1/1.2 and �190 spetra from 13 Seyfert 1.9/2.0 galaxies. Eah spetrum is�tted to a model with an intrinsi powerlaw X-ray spetrum produed loseto the entral blak hole that is reproessed and absorbed by material aroundthe blak hole. To test the robustness of our results, we performed Monte Carlosimulations of the spetral sample. For the Seyfert 1 galaxies, we �nd a omplexrelationship between the iron line equivalent width (EW) and the underlyingpowerlaw index, whih may be driven by dilution of a disk spetrum (whihinludes the narrow iron line) by a beamed jet omponent and, hene, ould beused as a diagnosti of jet-dominane.



88 AGN, Quasars, BH { PosterHST observations of PKS 0637-752Kushal Mehta, University of Maryland, Baltimore CountyMarkos Georganopoulos (UMBC-NASA/GSFC), Eri Perlman (FIT), Alex Pad-gett (UMBC-NASA/GSFC), George Chartas (PSU), Demosthenes Kazanas (NASA/GSFC)We present new NICMOS and ACS HST observations of the jet in PKS0637-752 that result to the most omplete spetral overage of the jet to date.We also disuss the impliations of these observations in the ontext of modelsfor the jet X-ray emission.



AGN, Quasars, BH { Poster 89Aretion of low angular momentum materialonto blak holes: Radiation properties of axisym-metri MHDows.Monika Mosibrodzka, UNLVDaniel Proga (UNLV), Bozena Czerny (N. Copernius Astronomial Center),AnetaSiemiginowska (CfA)Numerial simulations of MHD aretion ows in the viinity of a super-masssive blak hole provide useful insights in to the problem of why and howsystems { suh as the Galati enter { are underluminous and variable. Inpartiular, the simulations indiate that low angular-momentum aretion owis highly variable both quantitatively and qualitatively. This variability and arelatively low mass-aretion rate are aused by interplay between a rotationallysupported torus, its outow, and a nearly non-rotating inow. To investigatethe appliability of suh ows to real objets, we examine the dynamial MHDstudies with omputations of the time-dependent radiation spetra preditedby the simulations. We alulated the syntheti broadband spetra of aretionows using Monte Carlo tehniques. We applied this method to alulatingspetra predited by the time-dependent model of an axisymmeti MHD owareting onto a blak hole presented by Proga and Begelman (2003). Our al-ulations show that variability in an aretion ow is not always reeted in theorresponding spetra, at least not in all wavelengths. We �nd no one-to-oneorrespondene between the aretion state and the predited spetrum. Forexample, we �nd that two states with di�erent properties { suh as the geom-etry and aretion rate { ould have relatively similar spetra. However, wealso �nd two very di�erent states with very di�erent spetra. The existene ofnonthermal radiation may be needed to explain X-ray aring beause thermalbremsstrahlung, dominates X-ray emission, is produed at relatively large radiiwhere the ow hanges are small and slow.



90 AGN, Quasars, BH { PosterToward a handle on the low-energy end of theeletron distribution in kp-sale jets: The aseof PKS 0637-752Martin Mueller, KIPAC/SLACDan Shwartz (Harvard-CfA)We re-analyze the Chandra X-ray spetrum of the kp-sale jet in PKS0637-752 to investigate the possible low energy ut-o� in the relativisti ele-tron spetrum produing the non-thermal radiation in the senario of inverseCompton emission o� the osmi mirowave bakground. The soft X-ray bandis the most promising to detet the e�ets of this ut-o�, as the orrespondingradio band at whih the synhrotron spetrum starts to show deviations frompower law shape is usually too low in frequeny to permit observations. PKS0637-752 was among the �rst objets targeted by the Chandra Observatory andgives a unique opportunity to study the low energy X-ray emission free of on-tamination. The power law index of the X-ray spetrum is onsistent with thatof the synhrotron omponent, but there is evidene for a broad exess of emis-sion below 1 keV. Under the assumption that this soft exess is unrelated to theeletron population responsible for the power law emission, the absene of anylow energy turn-over in the X-ray spetrum implies a minimum Lorentz fatorof the eletron distribution min of no higher than 75. In addition, the observedoptial ux an be used to plae a lower limit on min; the onstraint is notvery strong, but does suggest that min must be higher than 1 to avoid over-produing the optial emission. An alternative phenomenologial desription ofthe soft exess is o�ered, where the low-energy end of the eletron distributionis modi�ed to aount for the exess; a possible interpretation is that we areseeing the high-energy tail of the IC/CMB spetrum produed by the mildlyrelativisti bulk shoked eletrons in the jet.



AGN, Quasars, BH { Poster 91Simulations of relativisti, ollisionlessshoks: The X-ray hot spots in the M87 jetKen-Ihi Nishikawa, NSSTC/UAHP. Hardee (UA), Y. Mizuno (NASA/NSSTC), G.J. Fishman (NASA/MSFC),D. Hartmann (Clemson Univ.), M. Medvedev (Univ. Kansas).We studied ollisionless shoks and their assoiated emissions in an e�ort tomodel the X-ray hot spots observed in the jet of M87. In ollisionless shoks,the Weibel instability is responsible for partile aeleration and magneti �eldgeneration. Partile In Cell (PIC) simulations of relativisti, ollisionless shoksshow that partile aeleration is provided in situ by the Weibel instability,whih produes urrent �laments and assoiated magneti �elds. Partiles de-velop a veloity distribution with higher energy a tail due to the aelerationin small-sale, highly non-uniform, ampli�ed magneti �elds. The resulting jit-ter radiation from eletrons in these non-uniform �elds an have very di�erentspetral properties than synhrotron radiation. We report reent results of ourPIC simulations and relate them to X-ray observations with Chandra.



92 AGN, Quasars, BH { PosterCon�rmation of a orrelation between theX-ray luminosity and spetral slope of AGNs inthe Chandra DeepFields.Cristian Saez, PSUG. Chartas (PSU), W. N. Brandt (PSU), B. D. Lehmer (PSU), F. E. Bauer(Columbia), X. Dai (OSU), and G. P. Garmire (PSU).We present results from a statistial analysis of 173 bright radio-quiet AGNsseleted from the Chandra Deep Field-North and Chandra Deep Field-Southsurveys (hereafter, CDFs) in the redshift range of 0:1 < z < 4. We �nd thatthe X-ray power-law photon index of radio-quiet AGNs is orrelated with their2� 10 keV rest-frame X-ray luminosity at the > 99:5% on�dene level in tworedshift bins, 0:3 < z < 0:96, and 1:5 < z < 3:3 and slightly less signi�ant inthe redshift bin 0:96 < z < 1:5. The X-ray spetral slope steepens as the X-rayluminosity inreases for AGNs in the luminosity range 1042 to 1045 erg s�1.Combining our results from the CDFs with those from previous studies in theredshift range 1:5 < z < 3:3, we �nd that the Gamma/Lx orrelation has a null-hypothesis probability of 1:6�10�9. We investigate the redshift evolution of theorrelation between the power-law photon index (Gamma) and the hard X-rayluminosity (LX) and �nd that the slope and o�set of a linear �t to the orrelationhanges signi�antly (at the > 99:9% on�dene level) between redshift binswith 0:3 < z < 0:96 and 1:5 < z < 3:3. We explore possible physial senariosexplaining the origin of this orrelation and its possible evolution with redshiftin the ontext of steady orona models fousing on its dependeny on variationsof the properties of the hot orona with redshift.



AGN, Quasars, BH { Poster 93Disovery non-thermal X-ray from radio lobeof Cygnus AYuihi Yaji, Department Physis, Saitama UniversityH. Seta (Saitama University), M. Tashiro (Saitama University), N. Isobe (RIKEN),M. Kino (JAXA), K. Asada (JAXA), H. Nagai (NAOJ), M. Kusunose (Kwan-sei Gakuin University)Lobes of radio galaxies are enormous storages of large amount of non-thermaleletrons and magneti �elds, both of whih are thought to be transferred byjets from ative galati nulei. Their energies an be omparable to those ofthermal energies of intra-luster medium (ICM), and resultant X-ray \avities"in ICM are observed from several lusters. Observation of the inverse-Compton(IC) X-ray emission from non-thermal eletrons in lobes is ruial to measurethe eletron and magneti energy densities. However, it is diÆult to preiselymeasure the IC X-ray from the lobes of radio galaxies loated in lusters, beausethey are often ontaminated by the thermal X-rays from ICM. In order to avoidthe ontamination, spatial resolution is the key. We analysed all the availablearhival Chandra data of the bright FR II radio galaxy Cygnus A (9 pointing intotal). After the standard data sreening, we obtained 230 ks of good exposurehas been obtained. We arefully subtrated the ambient ICM emission, andhave sueeded to detet a hard X-ray emission assoiated with the radio lobes.The Chandra spetra of the east and the west lobes are well desribed by power-law models with energy indies of 0:66� 0:05 and 0:70� 0:09, respetively. Theux density of the east and west lobes are measured to be 72 � 3 nJy, 30 � 2nJy, respetively. Beause the X-ray energy index of the lobes is onsistent withthe radio synhrotron index (�R = 0:7), we regard that the hard X-ray emissionfrom the lobes is produed via IC proess by the synhrotron eletron in thelobes. Comparison of the determined X-ray ux and radio ux indiates thatthe eletron energy highly dominates that of the magneti �eld in the lobes.Comparison of the derived non-thermal pressure with that of ICM will alsodisussed in the paper.



94 Surveys { PosterYaxx - Automated X-ray Data Proessing andSpetral ExtrationTom Aldroft, SAOYaxx is a software pakage that an greatly failitate bath proessing ofX-ray data. It inludes automated spetral extration, �tting, and report gen-eration. The primary emphasis is on having an easily used tool that an be runwithout requiring an extensive learning urve. However, for those with the mo-tivation, yaxx is highly on�gurable and an be ustomized to support omplexanalysis. Yaxx has been used extensively with Chandra data and a thread forXMM proessing is also available. A modular software design allows for multi-mission support and user ustomization of the data proessing ow. Reentwork has foused on thread development, inluding a omprehensive Chandraanalysis thread that starts from ACIS level-1 produts and �nishes with a ux-alibrated soure list. Yaxx is not only intended for X-ray data - it provides away to easily generate pipelines to automate general data proessing tasks, withan infrastruture that provides robust logging, reporting, and error handling.



Surveys { Poster 95Chandra ACIS Survey of M33 (ChASeM33):Supernova RemnantsTerrane Gaetz, SAOK.S. Long (STSI), W.P. Blair (JHU), P. Ghavamian (JHU), J.P. Hughes(Rutgers), P.F. Winkler (Middlebury College), D.J. Helfand (Columbia), R.P.Kirshner (Harvard), T. Pannuti (Morehead State), P.P. Pluinski (SAO), M.Sasaki (SAO), R. Tuellmann (SAO), and the CHASEM33 TeamIn our deep Chandra X-ray survey of M33, we have obtained images of sevenoverlapping �elds overing the entral regions of M33 using the ACIS-I detetor.The survey region inludes most of the nearly one hundred supernova remnants(SNRs) whih had been previously identi�ed by using a ombination of opti-al and radio imaging and spetrosopy. This survey �nds ChASeM33 souresoinident (within 10 arse) with 31 of the 100 known supernova remnants inM33. A number of the ChASeM33 soures are spatially resolved, showing X-ray emission learly extending beyond the size of the PSF. This inludes severalknown SNRs and also some newly identi�ed X-ray SNR andidates. We willreport on the most interesting ases, and ompare the optial and X-ray datafor a number of these. Support for this work was provided by NASA throughChandra Award Number G06-7073A and ontrat NAS8-03060.



96 Surveys { PosterOptial identi�ations of Chandra andXMM-Newton souresKajal Ghosh, USRA, NASA/MSFC/NSSTCCarlos M Gutierrez de la Cruz (IAC, Spain), Sergei Fabrika (SAO, Russia),We have initiated a program to identify the optial ounterparts of Chandraand XMM-Newton soures, using the Sloan Digital Sky Survey database andour optial follow-up observations. We have deteted Ultra-Luminous X-raysoures, whih are brighter than E+41 ergs/s in merging/interating galaxiesat redshifts up to 0.2. In addition, we have deteted a varieties of objets: (i)optially faint, X-ray bright soures, (ii) X-ray bright, optially normal galaxies,(iii) di�erent types of Ative Galati Nulei (lost low luminosity AGNs, radio-loud and radio-quiet, narrow- and broad-line AGNs, Ultrasoft broad-emission-line quasars, X-ray weak AGNs, X-ray luminous BAL-QSOs, highly ionizedBAL-QSOs, state transitions of AGNs), (iv) new groups and lusters of galaxiesand (v) new gravitational lenses/Einstein Rings. Here we will present theseresults to demonstrate that exiting siene an be arried out using the resultsof the proposed survey.



Surveys { Poster 97X-ray Luminosity Evolution in NormalElliptial Galaxies with -COSMOSDong-Woo Kim, CfAG. Fabbiano (fa), M. Elvis (fa), T. Aldroft (fa), H. Brunner (mpg), M.Brusa (mpg), N. Cappelluti (mpg), F. Civano (bo), A. Comastri (bo), A. Finoguenov(mpg), F. Fiore (inaf), A. Frusione (fa), R. Gilli (bo), T. Miyaji (mu), S.Puetti (asd), C. Vignali (inaf), G. Zamorani (inaf), C. M. Carollo (ETH-Zurih), S. Lilly (ETH-Zurih), C. Sarlata (ETH-Zurih), P. Oesh (ETH-Zurih), M. Sargent (ETH-Zurih), R. Feldmann (ETH-Zurih)We investigate the X-ray luminosity of a well-de�ned sample of early typegalaxies as a funtion of redshift with Chandra COSMOS data (Elvis et al.2006). We arefully selet high-redshift elliptial galaxies, based on their mor-phology, optial olor, and the Kormendy relation (Sarlata et al. 2007). Bystaking X-ray data at the positions of elliptial galaxies after exluding possibleAGNs, we �nd that the average LX / LB inreases by a fator of 2 to z=0.4(or lookbak time of �5 Gyr), at a 3 sigma on�dene level. This inrease isslightly steeper than that expeted from the previously determined (1+z)2.7,but still onsistent within the error. We also disuss the X-ray luminosity andits evolution in S0, E+A, optially (less-) luminous galaxy samples.



98 Surveys { PosterChandra ACIS survey of M33:The Chandra view of NGC604Ralph Tuellmann, SAOT. J. Gaetz (SAO), P. P. Pluinsky (SAO), W. P. Blair (JHU), D. Breitshw-erdt (Vienna University, Austria), M. A. de Avillez (Un iversity of Evora, Por-tugal), P. Ghavamian (JHU), K. S. Long (STSCI), T. Pannuti (SSC, MoreheadState University)In the framework of the Chandra ACIS Survey of M33 (ChASeM33, Pluin-sky et al. 2008), we present new results of the �rst detailed X-ray analysis ofthe giant HII-region NGC604. Our deep (300ks) high resolution (2") ACIS-IX-ray images show highly strutured emission overing 70% of the full extent ofNGC604. The bubbles and avities in NGC604 are �lled with hot X-ray emit-ting gas, as evidened by a morphologial omparison of X-ray, FUV, optial,and FIR emission. X-ray spetra, extrated from the images, provide the �rstreliable onstraints on eletron densities, �lling fators, gas temperatures, andionized gas masses for the main bubbles and avities. It is generally believedthat NGC604 is a wind blown bubble powered by 200 OB/WR-stars in its en-ter. The observed X-ray luminosity of 1.1x10E36 erg/s is most likely aused bya shoked stellar wind and is onsistent with the above assumption. Moreover,the derived X-ray gas mass of 1500M� an be readily explained by heavy massloss from the entral stars. Finally, we investigated the evolution of NGC604for the ase that the �rst generation of massive stars ended their lifes within ashort period of time as SNe. A omparison with urrent superbubble modelsimplies that NGC604 will be the origin of a superbubble, breaking out into thehalo. Currently, M33 does not ful�ll the empirial riteria to also form a multi-phase gaseous halo. However, the expeted energy input should push M33 overthe threshold to form suh strutures whih are well known for late-type edge-on spirals with enhaned star formation. This work was supported by NASAChandra award number GO6-7073A.



Other { Poster 99Angular Momentum Loss Considerations inLarge Sale T Tauri FlaresAliia Aarnio, Vanderbilt UniversityKeivan Stassun (Vanderbilt University)The Chandra Orion Ultradeep Projet was able to observe a number of TTauri stars during highly energeti X-ray are events. Favata et al. (2005)then applied a uniform ooling loop model e�etive in modeling solar magneti�eld loops to derive loop ar lengths on the order of 100 stellar radii in themost extreme ases. In the ontext of pre-main sequene evolution, are weto interpret these loops as strutures onneting star to disk or, using a solaranalogue, do they represent extreme \oronal mass ejetions" (CMEs)? Wehave reated Monte Carlo models of the spetral energy distributions of thestars with the largest aring loops and found that the majority of the sampleappears to lak irumstellar disk material. This surprising result is the impetusfor detailed analysis of the mass and angular momentum lost via CME eventsof this magnitude. We present estimates of angular momentum loss via largesale are events and disuss the impliations of this work for stellar angularmomentum evolution of young low-mass stars.



100 Other { PosterSmoothing Algorithm that PreservesStrutures of Astronomial X-ray DataEli Bressert, Chandra X-ray CenterKim Kowal Arand (Chandra X-ray Center), Peter Edmonds (Chandra X-rayCenter)We have proessed numerous X-ray data sets using several well-known al-gorithms suh as Gaussian and adaptive smoothing for publi related imagereleases. These algorithms are used to smooth images and retain the overallstruture of observed objets. Reently, a new PDE algorithm and program,provided by Dr. David Tshumperle and referred to as GREYCstoration, hasbeen tested and is in the progress of being implemented into the Chandra EPOimaging group. Results of GREYCstoration will be presented and ompared tothe urrently used methods for X-ray images. What demarates Tshumperle'salgorithm from the urrent algorithms used by the EPO imaging group is itsability to preserve the main strutures of an image strongly, while optimizing theimage for visual analysis. In addition to smoothing images, GREYCstorationan be used to erase artifats aumulated during observation and mosaikingstages. GREYCstoration produes results that are omparable and in someases more preferable than the urrent smoothing algorithms. From our earlystages of testing, the results of the new algorithm will provide insight on the al-gorithm's apabilities and its potential uses for future appliations and images.



Other { Poster 101Innovations in ACIS Data AnalysisPatrik Broos, Penn State UniversityLeisa Townsley (Penn State University)Fields with thousands of X-ray point soures pose signi�ant data analysishallenges to the Chandra/ACIS observer, ranging from soure detetion tospetral modeling. We desribe three innovations we are exploring as part of theACIS Team's on-going development of the ACIS Extrat (AE) analysis pakage,whih has been publily available sine 2002. (1) Point soure detetion inrowded �elds is diÆult. We desribe a proedure that �rst proposes souresby identifying peaks in a simple Rihardson-Luy restoration of ACIS imagedata, and then arefully omputes a on�dene level for eah andidate soureusing the AE mahinery. (2) Aurate loal bakground estimation is ritialfor e�etive soure detetion and for spetral analysis of weak soures. Wedesribe a model-based approah to bakground estimation, now available inAE, that addresses the rowded �eld problem. (3) Perhaps the best approahfor modeling the low-ount spetra produed by the majority of ACIS souresis simultaneous �tting of the raw (not grouped) soure and bakground spetrausing the C-statisti. However, the bakground model employed by XSPEC(when the C-statisti is seleted and a bakground spetrum is supplied) isknown to produe biased results. We desribe a simple alternative bakgroundmodel that seems to perform well.



102 Other { PosterStudy of HST ounterparts to Chandra X-raysoures in the Globular Cluster M71Hsiu-Hui Huang, MPE, GERMANYWerner Beker (MPE, Germany), Bau-Ching Hsieh (ASIAA, Taiwan), RonaldElsner (MSFC, USA), Peter Edmonds (SAO, USA)We report on the results of the globular luster M71 (NGC 6838) observedby the Advaned Camera for Surveys and the Wide Field Planetary Camera 2on board the Hubble Spae Telesope. Inside the the half-mass radius of M71,29 X-ray soures have been deteted by the Chandra Observations in the energyrange of 0.3 - 8.0 KeV, and 5 of whih lie within one ore radius from the lusterenter. We identify three optial ounterparts out of �ve X-ray soures. Basedon the X-ray and optial properties, andidates of atalysmi variables (CVs),hromospherially ative binaries, and bakground galaxies inside the half-massradius of M71 are found in our searh.



Other { Poster 103An X-ray Calorimeter on the Spetrum-XGammaMissionRandall Smith, JHU & NASA/GSFCThe Russian Spetrum-X-Gamma (SXG) Mission is now under developmentto arry out the �rst moderate-resolution, all-sky survey of the x-ray sky sineROSAT. This mission shares the name of the original SXG developed in the1980s (and not launhed due to budget problems) but has been ompletelyredesigned. SXG is a medium-sized satellite (� 2200 kg) to be launhed in2011/12 into a 600 km equatorial (< 5 deg) orbit from Kourou or into a <30deg orbit from Baikonur as a fallbak option. The payload inludes eROSITA(extended ROentgen Survey with an Imaging Telesope Array, MPE, Germany)with 7 Wolter-type telesopes, the wide �eld X-ray monitor Lobster (LU, UK),the X-ray onentrator based on Kumakhov optis ART or oded-mask X-raytelesopes as a fallbak (IKI, Russia) and GRB detetor (Russian onsortium).The mission will ondut the �rst all-sky survey with an imaging telesopein the 2-12 keV band to disover the hidden population of several hundredthousand obsured supermassive blak holes and the �rst all-sky imaging x-raytime-variability survey. It will observe the extragalati sky with high enoughsensitivity to detet 50,000-100,000 lusters of galaxies for follow-up pointedobservations of seleted soures to provide a rih new data set for probing darkmatter and dark energy. The survey will also provide valuable data on pointsoures, populations of unresolved soures that make up galati di�use emissionalong the plane, and di�use emission from hot gas. SXG will also inlude anx-ray alorimeter spetrometer developed by NASA/GSFC to provide grating-level spetral resolution, reovering part of the siene that was lost from theuntimely demise of the Suzaku/XRS. The design will inorporate a 1.6 m f/lx-ray telesope (an opy of one of the eROSITA units) oupled to a spare x-rayalorimeter from the XRS program. Operating in a dewar designed and built inJapan, we expet a resolution of 4 eV (FWHM) at 6 keV. The dewar would bebased on ight-heritage ryooolers and able of long life without ryogens. Withthis instrument, the long-standing puzzles of the Galati x-ray emission would�nally be addressed with high spetral resolution and better than 2 arminspatial resolution over the entire sky. This would reate the best hane everfor disentangling and physially identifying the numerous Galati omponentsresponsible for the di�use x-ray emission. In addition, the instrument ouldbe used for pointed-mode observations (e.g early in the mission and at theompletion of the surveys), thereby reating the possibility of a sampling ofsienti� topis that were planned for the original Suzaku program.



104 Other { PosterProbing the 4U 1624-490 Ionized Gas and Dustdistribution along the LOSJinge Xiang, Harvard UniversityJulia C. Lee (Harvard University), Mihael A. Nowak, Norbert S. Shulz (MIT)We present results based on our 76 ks Chandra HETGS observation of the\Big Dipper" 4U 1624-490. Spei�ally, we disuss how the deteted Fe lineabsorption evolves with orbital phase during persistent phases in the ontextof the geometry of the system as well as hanges in plasma onditions over the4U 1624-490 binary orbit. We show that the evolution of these lines an bemodeled using the \XSTAR" photoionized ode whih plaes the loation of\hot" (� 3� 106 K) gas in a region where an Aretion Disk Corona (ADC) isexpeted to exist an the loation of \warm" (� 106 K) gas in a region betweenthe ADC and the disk edge. In addition, we will show how we have used theassoiated dust sattering halo to derive a geometri distane of 15 kp to thisbinary, as well as assess loation, uniformity and density of ISM dust grainsalong the line of sight to this soure.



Other { Poster 105EDGE: Explorer of Di�use emission andGamma-ray burst ExplosionsJan-Willem den Herder, SRONL. Piro (INAF-Rome), T. Ohashi (Tokyo Metropolitan University), C. Kou-veliotou (MSFC) on behalf of the EDGE onsortiumHow strutures on various sales formed and evolved from the early Uni-verse up to present time is a fundamental question of astrophysial osmology.EDGE will trae the osmi history of the baryons from the early generationsof massive star by Gamma-Ray Burst (GRB) explosions, through the period ofluster formation, down to very low redshifts, when between a third and onehalf of the baryons are expeted to reside in osmi �laments undergoing gravi-tational ollapse by dark matter (Warm Hot Intragalati Medium: WHIM). Inaddition EDGE, with its unpreedented observational apabilities, will providekey results on several other topis inluding: the study of feedbak mehanismsinto the Interstellar Medium (Supernova Remnants, galaxy/Ative Galati Nu-lei outows), onstraints on the Dark Matter and Dark Energy ontent of theUniverse (through lusters and GRBs), equation of state of the densest matter(neutron stars), GRB physis, upper limits on light dark matter partiles, au-rate measurement of the geometry of spae-time by measuring X-ray afterglowsof blak hole mergers deteted through gravitational waves, Ative Galati Nu-lei and stellar population surveys, and Solar System physis. The siene isfeasible with a medium lass mission using existing tehnology ombined withinnovative instrumental and observational apabilities on a single satellite by: a)observing with fast reation Gamma-Ray Bursts with a high spetral resolution(R � 500). This enables the study of their (star-forming) environment fromthe Dark to the loal Universe and the use of GRB as bak light of large saleosmologial strutures b) Observing and surveying extended soures (lusters,WHIM) with high sensitivity using two wide �eld of view X-ray telesopes (onewith a high angular resolution and the other with a high spetral resolution).The mission onept inludes four main instruments: a Wide-�eld Spetrometerwith exellent energy resolution (3 eV, 1 eV goal), a Wide-Field Imager withhigh angular resolution (15") onstant over the full 1.4 degree �eld of view, anda Wide Field Monitor with a FOV of 1/4 of the sky, whih will trigger the fastrepointing. Extension of its energy response up to 1 MeV will be ahieved witha GRB detetor with no imaging apability. This mission is proposed to ESAas part of the Cosmi Vision all. We will desribe the siene drivers and thepayload of this mission.



106 Calibration { PosterSoft and hard X-ray exess emission in Abell3112 observed with ChandraMax Bonamente, UA - HuntsvilleJukka Nevalainen (Obs. Helsinki), Rihard Lieu (UA - Huntsville)Chandra ACIS-S observations of the galaxy luster A3112 feature the pres-ene of an exess of X-ray emission above the ontribution from the di�usehot gas, whih an be equally well modeled with an additional non-thermalpower-law model or with a low-temperature thermal model of low metal abun-dane. We show that the exess emission annot be due to unertainties inthe bakground subtration or in the Galati HI olumn density. Calibrationunertainties in the ACIS detetor that may a�et our results are addressed byomparing the Chandra data to XMM MOS and PN spetra. While di�erenesbetween the three instruments remain, all detet the exess in similar amounts,providing evidene against an instrumental nature of the exess. Given thepresene of non-thermal radio emission near the enter of A3112, we argue thatthe exess X-ray emission is of non-thermal nature and distributed throughoutthe entire X-ray bandpass, from soft to hard X-rays.



Calibration { Poster 107Chandra /XMM-Newton ross alibration withlusters of galaxiesLaurene David, SAODuring the IACHEC meeting in May 2007, we analyzed a sample of 8 relaxedlusters of galaxies observed by both Chandra and XMM-Newton. We foundthat the derived luster temperatures were onsistent between the two observa-tories for lusters ooler than 4 keV when the data were �t in either the 0.5-7keV band or a harder band from 2-7 keV. However, when �tting the harder bandfor hotter lusters, the Chandra derived temperatures are slightly greater thanthe XMM-Newton derived temperatures. It appears that dereasing the depthof the ontaminant on the HRMA mirrors from 22A to 15A produes a bet-ter agreement with the XMM-Newton results and also provides better internalChandra alibration.



108 Calibration { PosterEvaluating the E�etiveness of the ACISSuperbiasJoseph DePasquale, Harvard-SmithsonianPaul Pluinsky (Harvard-Smithsonian), Beverly LaMarr (MIT Kavli Institute)Prior to exeuting siene observations, the ACIS instrument onduts a biasobservation for eah ative CCD. The biases are later utilized in data redutionto improve the signal to noise by subtrating the amplitude of harge in eahpixel in the absene of radiation. The front-illuminated CCDs are partiularlyvulnerable to osmi ray events during bias aquisition. These high-energyevents deposit large amounts of harge in the CCD substrate whih then reate\blooms" of harge in the surrounding pixels. On-board bias algorithms aresuessful at removing most of these events. However, there are oasionalevents so energeti, the deposited harge lingers for multiple frames of data andis not removed by the algorithm. X-ray events deteted in the viinity of suha bias artifat would be skewed to lower energies after proessing. In an e�ortto mitigate these e�ets, we investigate the e�etiveness of using a superbias,reated from a median of many bias observations, in plae of the observation-spei� bias.



Calibration { Poster 109Monte Carlo methods for inluding orrelatedsystemati alibration unertainties inastrophysial analysis: Chandra ACISJeremy Drake, CXCPete Ratzla� (CXC), Vinay Kashyap (CXC), Rihard Edgar(CXC), Diab Jerius(CXC), Herman Marshall (MIT), Alexey Vikhlinin (CXC)Abstrat not available.



110 Calibration { PosterCharaterization and Corretion of ACIS CTIin the Continuous Cloking ModeRihard Edgar, SAOCharge Transfer IneÆieny (CTI) is haraterised for the ACIS ContinuousCloking (CC) mode. A method for its orretion is disussed and evaluated.Initial results are enouraging, produing results omparable to the TE modeCTI orretor for the ight grades ontaining about 90% of the events. Bak-ground issues will be disussed.



Calibration { Poster 111Pileup and the ACIS/HRMA Point SpreadFuntionTerrane Gaetz, CXC/SAODiab Jerius (CXC/SAO)The ACIS detetor is subjet to pileup, in whih more than one harge loudan be deposited in the viinity of a pixel within a single frame. This an resultin an inorret evaluation of the X-ray energy, or even loss of the X-ray event.Beause the Chandra on-axis PSF is so narrow, pileup is partiularly an issuefor point soures. This has impliations both for the shape of the PSF, andfor extrated spetra. With inreasing pileup, the ore of the PSF is depressedas a larger fration of events are hanged into events with \bad grades". Theredution in ount rate an beome signi�ant before the depression of the orebeomes visibly obvious. To study the e�ets of pileup on the Chandra PSF, weperformed a series of observations of the isolated pulsar PSRJ0437-4715. Theobservations used frame times ranging from 0.2s to 10s to provide a range ofount rates (ounts per frame) to sample di�erent pileup onditions. We reporton the status of these studies.



112 Calibration { PosterUpgrading the Chandra/HEASARCCalDB Index and Software InterfaeDale Graessle, CXC Data SystemsIan Evans (CXC Data Systems), Kenny Glotfelty (CXC Data Systems), HelenHe (CXC Data Systems), Arnold Rots (CXC Data Systems), Janet DePonte-Evans (CXC Data Systems), Pepi Fabbiano (CXC Data Systems)The HEASARC Calibration Database (CalDB) standard has been imple-mented for numerous X-ray missions, inluding EINSTEIN, EXOSAT, ROSAT,ASCA, Chandra, and SWIFT, among others. As mission on�gurations havebeome more ompliated, it has beome lear that a more exible index de�ni-tion and interfae would be extremely helpful in adapting the CalDB standardto newer missions. Chandra has by far the most omplete and omplex ali-bration data struture of any mission to date. Hene, Chandras need for anupgrade to the index de�nition and assoiated interfae software is most pro-nouned. We have reported previously (SPIE Conferene 6270, May, 2006) aplan for suh an upgrade and herein report progress in implementing that plan.We have �nalized a set of requirements for this e�ort. We have onstrutedthe basi libraries, an index builder, and a preliminary index searh tool. Wehave designed a very exible index, whih may inlude optional olumns foralibration parameters, and have implemented and expandable boundary on-ditions olumn. We have also implemented a two-level index querying system,with the goal of limiting the hard-oding of alibration-spei� parameters inthe analysis tools requesting the alibration data. The ultimate goal is to re-move mission-spei� alibration information from the CalDB alls, to allow formission- independent analysis software development.



Calibration { Poster 113Correting for the temperature dependene ofACIS harge transfer ineÆienyCatherine Grant, MIT Kavli InstituteThe performane degradation of the harge transfer ineÆieny (CTI) onACIS is substantially improved by a orretion algorithm inluded as part ofais proess events. The behavior of the harge traps that ause CTI, however,are temperature dependent. At some spaeraft orientations and as the radiatorsurfaes age, ACIS ooling beomes less eÆient and the foal plane temperaturean inrease by a few degrees. This redues the e�etiveness of the orretionalgorithm. We are developing a temperature-dependent variant of the CTIorretion algorithm urrently in use. I will present the temperature dependeneof ACIS performane, outline the how temperature dependene is inluded inthe algorithm, and demonstrate the performane improvement.



114 Calibration { PosterHigh Resolution Camera Stowed BakgroundStudyTakashi Isobe, CXC/SAOMihael Juda (CXC/SAO)The High Resolution Camera detetors are oasionally ative while they arein a stowed position. Data taken during these ative intervals an used to studyHRC bakgrounds. Most \events" that HRC sees during the stowed positionare osmi rays whih are missed by the anti-oinidene shield, and hene, wean also use the stowed data to study hanges in the anti-oinidene shieldeÆieny.



Calibration { Poster 115Ray-traing the Chandra PSF: Try this athome!Diab Jerius, CXCTerry Gaetz (CXC)Many analyses of Chandra observations are aided by generating synthetiobservations of astronomial objets. Suh simulations allow one to more easilyexamine the e�ets on an observation of observatory e�ets, as well as to explorespatial and spetral models of soures. The CXC Optis group along withoptial and systems engineers at the Smithsonian Astrophysial Observatoryhas developed a detailed model of the Chandras optis. Most users are familiarwith it through the ChaRT web appliation. Over the last several years the CXCOptis group has been working on making the underlying simulation software(SAOTrae) publily available. We report here on the reent release of anunsupported version of the software pakage, made available for the intrepiduser. A fully supported version will eventually be made available by the ChandraData Systems group.



116 Calibration { PosterUpdated HRC-I Degapping CorretionMihael Juda, CXC/SAOEvent positions within the HRC detetors are determined using a 3-tapalgorithm, entroiding on three signals per axis. Due to the loss of information inusing only three signals, a orretion to the entroids must be made to eliminategaps whih would otherwise appear in images. This degapping orretion isapplied in standard proessing of the HRC data. We reently ompleted ananalysis of the data from a series of on-orbit observations of Capella that weredesigned to provide improved degapping orretions for the HRC-I. Capellawas observed on-axis for forty 5ks pointings but between eah observation theSiene Instrument Module (SIM) was translated so that the image was plaedon a di�erent loation along the HRC-I diagonal. The ombination of the SIMtranslations and the spaeraft dither resulted in nearly omplete overage ofall HRC-I detetor loations along eah axis with X-ray events of "known"loation. We have used these data to produe an update to the HRC-I degappingorretions. The new orretions provide a major improvement in the CRSU =12-13 region and smaller improvements elsewhere.



Calibration { Poster 117Inorporating E�etive Area Unertaintiesinto Spetral FittingVinay Kashyap, CXCHyunsook Lee (SAO), Jeremy Drake (CXC), Pete Ratzla� (CXC), David vanDyk (UCI), Rima Izem (Harvard)We have developed a robust and general method to inorporate e�etivearea alibration unertainties in model �tting of ACIS low-resolution spetra.Beause suh unertainties are ignored during spetral �ts, the error bars derivedfor model parameters are generally underestimated. Inorporating them diretlyinto spetral analysis with existing analysis pakages suh as Sherpa and XSPECis not possible without extensive ase-spei� simulations, but it is possibleto do so in a generalized manner in a Markov-Chain Monte Carlo (MCMC)framework. We desribe our implementation of this method here. We use theestimates of ACIS e�etive area unertainties (Drake et al. 2007, SPIE, v6270,p49) in a MCMC setting to estimate the posterior probability distributions ofpower-law model parameters that inlude the e�ets of suh unertainties. Weompare our results with those obtained via Monte Carlo simulations (Drakeet al. 2005, Chandra Cal Workshop 2005) and disuss the di�erenes and theimprovements.



118 Calibration { PosterXMM-Newton: ready for the next deadeMarus Kirsh, ESA/ESACESA's XMM-Newton X-ray observatory has been operating admirably sineDeember 1999 without major inident, providing the X-ray ommunity withdata that has lead to a publiation rate of more than 1 paper per XMM-Newtonorbit. All instruments are in good shape and ready to (rok n) roll long into thenext deade, our only limitation being the hydrazine resoures. This talk willgive a summary, and predition into the next deade, of the health status andalibration of XMM-Newton. Additionally ross-alibration with other X-rayobservatories is disussed.



Calibration { Poster 119ACIS Superbias CreationBeverly LaMarr, MKIACIS biases have artifats due to osmi ray traes. Often these featuresare minor, oasionally they are quite striking. The features an be removed byolleting several telemetered biases and reating a superbias. This poster willdesribe the proess and resulting biases.



120 Calibration { PosterUpdating the Chandra ACIS Contaminant ModelHerman Marshall, MIT Kavli InstituteThe spetral model of the ontaminant that is building up on the ChandraACIS detetor was based primarily on one high signal/noise observation of Mk421. This one observation was obtained late in 2002. The time-dependene wasmodeled using the data from the ACIS external alibration soure (ECS) up tomid-2004. Observations with the LETG/ACIS and the ECS over the past fewyears show that the ontaminant model should be updated in order to ontinueorreting for its absorption at the 5% level.



Calibration { Poster 121The Development and Use of a BakgroundMapfor the Chandra Soure CatalogMihael MCollough, CXC/SAOArnold Rots (CXC/SAO)Early in the development of the Chandra Soure Catalog (CSC) it was re-ognized that a bakground map was neessary to perform ritial CSC taskssuh as soure detetion, photometry, and soure haraterization. We presenta disussion of how suh maps an be reated diretly from the Chandra data.The bakground maps for Chandra ACIS data onsist of two omponents. Oneis a high spatial frequeny omponent due to read-out streaks and the other isa low spatial frequeny omponent. The disussion of the algorithm used forthe high frequeny maps has been overed in MCollough & Rots (2005). Herewe fous on generating the low spatial frequeny maps and on ombining themwith the high frequeny ones to produe the �nal bakground maps. We presentsoure detetion results with and without use of bakground maps whih illus-trates the redution in false soure detetions. We also disuss how well thebakground maps desribe the \true" bakground of the Chandra ACIS dataand what future development might be neessary. Finally, we turn to generat-ing similar bakground maps for Chandra HRC data. These are dominated bythe low spatial frequeny maps for the HRC sine this detetor does not su�erfrom the read-out streak problem found in Chandra ACIS data. This work issupported by NASA ontrat NAS8-03060 (CXC).



122 Calibration { PosterHRC-I Gain CorretionJennifer Posson-Brown, SAO/CXCVinay Kashyap (CXC/SAO)We study the gain variations in the HRC-I over the duration of the Chandramission. We analyze alibration observations of AR La obtained yearly at thenominal aimpoint and at 20 o�set loations on the detetor. We show that thegain is delining, and that the time dependene of the gain an be modeledgenerally as a linear derease in PHAs. We desribe the spatial and temporalharateristis of the gain deline and disuss the reation of time-dependentgain orretion maps. These maps are used to onvert PHAs to PI hannels,thereby removing spatial and temporal dependene, and allowing soure pulse-height distributions to be ompared diretly regardless of observation date orloation on the detetor.



Calibration { Poster 123Testing the graded mode CTI orretionJennifer Posson-Brown, SAO/CXCJoseph DePasquale (CXC/SAO), Alexey Vikhlinin (CXC/SAO), Paul Pluin-sky (CXC/SAO)We present results from testing the graded mode CTI orretion algorithmdeveloped by Alexey Vikhlinin on External Calibration Soure (ECS) and E0102-72.3 data from various epohs and on several of the ACIS hips. We ompare �tsto data CTI orreted with the new algorithm to those of data CTI orretedwith ais proess events. We �nd that the new algorithm reprodues the resultsfrom ais proess events very well.



124 Calibration { PosterVerifying the HRC-I QE and QE UniformityJennifer Posson-Brown, SAO/CXCVinay Kashyap (SAO/CXC)We verify the HRC-I on-axis QE model by omparing ount rates from HRC-I and HRC-S observations of G21.5-0.9 and HZ 43 taken at similar times overthe past several years. We also ompare ACIS and HRC observations of NGC2516, 3C 273, and Capella. In addition, we use 40 observations of Capella takenwith the HRC-I at di�erent SIM o�sets spanning the detetor to show that theQE uniformity map is aurate to � 1% at the observation loations.



Calibration { Poster 125HETG Observations using ACIS in -ModeNorbert Shulz, MITHerman L. Marshall (MIT), Dave P. Huenemoerder (MIT)Most observations of bright X-ray soures with the HETG are now per-formed using the ACIS -mode on�guration. There are urrently over 50 suhobservation in the arhive overing a large range of uxes and soure loationson the CCD array. We use spei� subsets of these observations in order toharaterize the ACIS performane in terms of energy response, harge trans-fer ineÆieny, grade distributions, and quantum eÆieny in general, but alsowith respet to hanges with time.



126 Calibration { PosterApproximate CTI orretion for the ACISgraded mode dataAlexey Vikhlinin, SAOI will disuss an approximate CTI orretion algorithm that an be appliedto the ACIS graded mode data.



Calibration { Poster 127Improved and Time-Dependent HRC-S GainMapBrad Wargelin, SAOPete Ratzla� (SAO)The �rst HRC-S gain map was ompleted in 2000, primarily for use in pulse-height �ltering of LETG/HRC-S data. Sine that time the detetor gain, whihwas mapped on a 1/2-tap grid, has dropped by roughly 15%, mostly within the�rst year after launh. We desribe the development of a new time-dependentgain map derived from analysis of laboratory and ight data using a 1/3-tapgrid. The new gain map(s) will form the basis of an improved pulse-height �lterwhih will provide better bakground redution with an even smaller loss ofvalid X-ray events.



128 Calibration { PosterChandra Telesope Optial Axis and AimpointPing Zhao, SAOThe telesope Optial Axis and Aimpoint are important parameters of theChandra X-ray Observatory. Monitoring their positions is one of the on-orbitalibration tasks. Every year, raster sans of o�-axis observations of a brightpoint soure (HR1099 or AR La) were onduted with both HRC-I and HRC-S detetors. The data are used to alulate the Optial Axis and Aimpointpositions, whih have been drifting sine the Chandra Launh. I will review thedrift of these positions and give the reason for the default ACIS target pointingo�sets in di�erent time period.
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